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A Memorial Day tribute
to servicemen and women

Local track athletes claim Farm and agricultural notes
state honors over weekend help local and area farmers
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Interest tsanes alter Browns hms-out

Clerks foresee low turnout
for state primary Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
)When former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. drppped out of the
race for U.S.'Senate, voter interest In Theschirs primary
election apparently fell, say
.
county clerks.
Most of them are predicting
low turnout on Tuesday.:
Similar predictions can be
heard across the state.
According to records of the
State Board Of'Electfonsyttteir"
were 1,893,108 Kentuckians registered to vote by the April 30

deadline - 1,305,614 Democrats
and 525,060 Republicans. The remainder were registered in
0-1r
a-71--1- ellindependents.
"1 do not anticipate a heavy
turnout in most of the state,"
said Charlotte Mullins, director
of the elections board.
Polls will be open across Kentucky between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
local time.
Clerks most frequently pinned
the apathy on the lack of any
seriously contested statewide

-- Indeed, Brown caused what
oir_
little excitement that did occur
during this primary season
when he announced he would
'challenge incumbent Sen.
Today's events at the
Walter "Dee" Huddleston for
Calloway County Fair include
the Democratic nomination.
motorcycle races _beginning
Four incumbent U.S. conat 3 p.m. and the 4-H Rabbit
gressmen face primary opposiShow at 6 p.m. The fair's Midtion but just one of those is conway opens at 6 p.m. featuring
sidered much of a race.
rides and attractions from
The turnout could be even
United Shows of Nashville,
smaller if there is good weather
Tenn. A fireworks display is
on election day, explained
scheduled for 9 p.m. Admisseveral,officials, explaining that
sion to the fairgrounds Is free
'Many farmers behind in their
in observance of the fair's
spring planting would choose to
silver anniversary.'
stay in the fields rather than

trek to the polls.
Four years ago under similar
circumstances only limited
P rn" n tit of eligible voters went
to the polls.
Locally newcomer Mark
Blankenship is opposing incumbent Freed Curd in the Distfict
State Representative race while
Charles K. Hatchett, another
newcomer from Benton is opposing incumbent Carroll Hubbard,
Jr....for- the First Congressional
District United States Representative's seat.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston is
now unopposed on the
Democratic ticket for the First
Congressional District United
States Senate race.
Republicans do.. have a
senatorial primary, but most
people agree that Jefferson
County Judge-executive Mitch
McConnell is virtually assured
of the nomination to oppose
Huddleston.
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FAIR'QUEEN , UTILE MISS .AM) MR. - Jill Renee Childress, 17, Rt. 1, Dexter, was crowned the.
1984 Calloway County Fair Queen Saturday night. Childress, center in top photo,is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. dgar Childress. Janee Sims, left. 18, ,vvas named first runner up and Melissa Rieherson, 17,
.of
was second runner up.-Siins 'k the daughter of Ray and Carol Sims, Rt..4-Richerson is the daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Richerson. Rt. 1, Hazel. Diana Ridley. 17, daughter ofDr. and Mrs, Michael
Ridley, 1551 Oxford Dr., was named Miss Congeniality by the judges. The fair queen pageant is sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray .Calloway County Jaycees. This year's
Little Miss will be accompanied by Little Mr. during fair events. The 1984 Little Miss and Mr.. crowned
Sunday afternoon are Amy Mahan and Brandon McCoy. The new Little Miss, crowned by 1983 Little
Miss Natasha Shoemaker, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan. The fair's first little Mr. is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCoy. Runners up in the Little Miss division were Erica Cossey,first; Julie
King, second; Courtney McCoy, third; and Rachel Roberson, fourth. Runners up in the Little Mr..division were Justin Cook. first; Scotty Schecter, second; Eli Lynn, third; and Shawn Darnell, fourth.
Photos by Jennie Gordon and Harry Allison

Three men are opposing McConnell. Tommy Klein of
Louisville and Thurman Jerome
Hamlin of London are perennial
candidates. The third, C. Roger
Harker of Louisville, has done
little campaigning.

Local Democratic committee lists

primary election voting precincts
With Tuesday's primary election approaching and local
residents once again thinking
"politics," the county's
Democratic party officials are
seizing the opportunity to explain their organization.
Calloway County's
Democratic Executive Commit.
teeseats 15 individuals chattid
with the responsibility of supervision of local party organiiation, campaigns and special
events.
Although members encourage
• people to help put Democratic
candidates in office, their
ultimate goal. prior to any election is simply to get more people
to vote.
In an effort to keep -county
residents informed about Tuesday's election, the committee
has provided this list of precinct
locations:
Murray No. 1, Courthouse;
No. 2, City Hall; No. 3, Murray
Middle School; No.4, Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet; No. 5, Murray
State University Field House;
No. 6, MSU Speech and Hearing
building; No. 7, Robertson
School; No. 8, Vocational
School; No. 9, Army Reserve
Building on Center Drive; No.
10, Navy Recruiting Office in

Bel Air Shopping Center; No. 11,
House of Thousands in Fox
Meadows.
Also, Almo, old restaurant at
Almo Heights; Calloway,

Calloway County High School;
Clayton Creek, East Elementary School; Coldwater, Coldwater Church of Christ; Dex(Cont'd on page 2)
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
neceived their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

Tonight wil be mostly
cloudy, breezy and cooler
with a 60 percent chance of
showers. Low in the low to
mid 50S: Northwest winds 10
to 20 mph. Tuesday calls for
decreasing cloudiness,
breezy and cool. High in the
low tO mid 60s. Northwest
winds 10 to 20 mph. 4:
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for mostlysunny‘ skies
and pleasant weather. Lows
Wednesday and Thursday
will be around 50 with highs in
the 70s.

Retiring June 30 after 33 ),ears

Eldridge has been MSU record-setter

tittri:1141

"No one now active at Murray
State knows and is known on a
first-name basis by more alumni.
than I," he ponders. "Friends.
That's why I would do things
very much the same if I had it
all to do over again."
He began his work at Murray
Training School in 1951 and
taught both vocational
agriculture and biology longer
than anyone else. He also taught
general science and
mathematics in what he
remembers as "a fantastic
schoistwt-.1rtert all Murray State
student teachers practiced their
educational skills.
He was recognized there by
the Ford Foundation as, one of

Not only has Charles L.
Eldridge had three careers in
his 33 years at Murray State
University, but each of the three
has been a record-setter.
When he retires on June 30,
Eldridte, who is known to his
friends as Leroy, will have held
three different positions in his
tenure on the campus
and
held each of them longer than
anyone else in the school's
history.
His service as a laboratory
school teacher, as a recruiter
and public relations practitioner
and 6s an admissions and
records 'administrator has
enabled him to lay claim with
pride to another distinction..

the 25 outstanding teachers in
the nation and by the Future
Farmers of America (FFA
with an honorary American
Farmer Degree. He also served
as state president- of the Kentucky Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Association.
His work did not go unnoticed.
Because of the outstanding
academic and leadership accomplishments of his students„
especially in FFA clubwork, Dr.
Ralph H. , Woods, university
president, prevailed upon hlrn in
1963 to take the assignment as
director of field services, later
known as school relations.
"For the first three years, I
worked the high' schools as the

only 'recruiter," he recallsr
"Some weeks I was away from
home three or foul: evenings.
One year I visited 218 high
schools, most of them three
times."
Records show that his
diligence paid dividends. Enrollment at Murray State increased
more than 53 percent in those
three years.
Since the sweeping academic
and administrative _reorganization of 1974. Eldridge has served
as assistant dean of admissions
and coordinator of campus
efacilities, roles that have put
him in contact with many more
people.
(00at'd on page 2)
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PADD workshop will focus
on physician recruitment
in Western Kentucky area
The people in the far-western
tip of Kentucky are serious
about their search for physicians, and they are doing much
more than advertising • in the
"want ads." On May 31, community leaders are gathering
for a workshop on effective ways
to attract doctors to the area.
The half-day event will begin at
1 p.m. CDT at the Purchase
ADD office in Mayfield.
The workshop will be conducted by the Cabinet for
Human Resources, in cooperation with district officials. Doug
Bishop, director of the cabinet's
Physician Placement Service.
says the objective of the

workshop is to show local
leaders how to make their own
communities more attractive to
physicians looking for a place to
practice. "The first item on the
agenda is a discussion of local
needs," Bishop said. "We will
talk abut ways to determine if a
doctor is really needed and
whether a doctor could earn a
living practicing in the community. After that, we will
outline tips on organizing the
local recruitment effort."
Bishop said some communities form committees of
local elected officials, medical
professionals, business people,
attorneys, bankers and others

Playhouse in the Park
to receive KAC grant
for resident artist
Playhouse in the Park has anfor all ages, including special innounced that it will be the recitensive workshops for our
pient of a grant from the KenYoung Actors Guild and our
tucky Arts Council. The grant
Children's Company," said
will be used to fund a resident,
Park.
professional guest artist position
The theatre's educational
for the 1984 summer season.
arms
of the Young Actors Guild
Contract negotiations are curand the Children's Company is
rently underway with Actors
designed for students 13-21
Equity Association in New York
(YAG) and children 8-12. The
to secure the services of a proworkshops wW culminate in a
fessional performerteacher,
who will join the company dur- • workshop exhibition for parents
and interested parties.
ing Jul;and August.
Technical workshops are open to
Playhouse Executive Direcall ages.
tor, Hal Park, called the grant
award, "a great opportunity for
Interested people can obtain
our growing theatre." The guest
more information about the
artist will perform one major
workshop by attending an orienrole in the summer repertory,
tation session a 4 p.m. on June 1
teach acting and improvisation
at the playhouse. The theatre is
classes along with the director.
located in the Murray Calloway
and conduct training seminars
County Community Park off Araccording to the artists special
cadia Circle and Hwy 641 N. For
skills.
more information call the
"We are planning a full sumtheatre at 759-1752 between the
mer of-workshops and seminars
hours of 10-a.m. and 4 p.m.

with strong interest in improving health care in the area.
"The committee approach can
be ideal, but we will talk about
other ways to get the job done as
well," he said.
Workshop leaders will suggest
a number of ways a community
can make itself More attractive
to doctors.,They also will discuss
the selection of the right physician and keeping that doctor in
the community.
Sessions will be conducted by
representatives of the Kentucky
Physician Placement Service.
Dr. David Paul, a doctor drawn
to Hardinsburg by a successful
local recruitment effort, will tell
of his experience and answer
questions from the physician's
viewpoint.
The Physician Placement Service, part of the Human
Resources Cabinet's Department for Health Services, has
.helped recuirt 51 physicians for
36 Kentucky communities since
Its beginning in July 1982. Most
of those communities are rural,
and 29 of them had been on the
National Health Service Corps
list of health manpower shortage areas in need of primary
care physicians (family and
general practitioners, obstetriciangynocologists, pediatricians
and internal medicine
•
specialists). The office keeps updated files on doctors potentially
interested in locating and practicing in Kentucky. Currently on
file are the names of 521 doctors.
Physician recruitment
workshops are available to any
area development district
wishing to host one. Lake
Cumberland and Cumberland
Valley ADDs hosted workshops
in April.
The Purchase ..ADD workshop
is open to the public. Persons
who have not yet registered but
wish to attend may register by
calling_13ill Payne at the Ann nf
fice in Mayfield, 247-7171.

Sample lallot
Primary Election, Tuesday, May 29,11(4

The Disabled
American Veterans
asks you to remember
our war dead on

MEMORIAL DAY

REMEN1111-1i1N(. - Nlemorial Day is a day to
remember the . iican why ,sacrificed greatl in
wars and other armed conflicts. Since the founding of, our country. a million and a quarter 11'r

,

e
.
e le 11 and Mnilen
e up lit' itself. On this
(Ia ma ne re/m.1111)er the immense sacrifices
that ha% !Wen paid for our way of life. •

Voting- precincts...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ter, Colthounity Centrt; Faxon,
Bethel Pentecostal Church;
Harris Grove, Southwest
Elementary School; Jackson,
Woodman of the World Building
in Kirksey; Kirksey, Woodman
of the World Building; Lynn
Grove, Lynn Grove School; Neiv
Concord, Church of Christ; Providence, Herndon Seed Mill;
Hazel, City Hall.
Current members of the local
committee are Chairman Corky
Harrison, Vice Chairman
Susanne Schroader, Secretary
Vicki Jones, Joe Arnold, Johnny
Bohannon, Kizzie Cantrell, Carl
Durham, Joe Dyer, Jo Beth
England, Rosa Hudspeth, Violet
Jones, Wilmouth Ray, Ron

Talent, Doug Tucker and Walter
-Steeley.
This local committee is the
first link in a chain to the Kentucky State Democratic Central
Executive Committee which has
jurisdiction, supervision and
control over the party organization, state party laws, management of campaigns, the calling
of all conventions and nomination of candidates in compliance
with the election laws of
Kentucky.
The link joining the county executive committee to the state
executive committee is the Executive Committee in each Congressional District. This committee is composed of the
chairmen of the executive corn-

mittee of each county in the
district.
Cantrell, who is in charge of
publicity for the local organization, says it is the belief of committee members that once people are better educated and
more informed about local party
organization they will be more
likely to become involved.
"We hope to let people know
,what is going on and to motivate
them to become more involved," Cantrell says.
The committee is required to
meet at least four times per year
but may meet as often as monthly if necessary, according to
the by-laws of the Kentucky
Democratic Party.

Charles L.

owno
NUINIARD,A.

(Cont'd from page 1)
During more than three
decades on the campus that he
summarizes simply as "good
years," he has seen enrollment
increase more than 600 percent,
from 1,200 to more than 7,500.
Along the way, he also served
as state president of the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance
Association and was the recipient of a Woodmen of the World
special services plaque for commendable service to community, state and nation.
Eldridge admits that he
relishes being thought of as an
oldtimer at Murray State. He
also has definite ideas about how
he wishes to be remembered
after he retires.

b
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BLANKENSHIP 0

For State Representative

''My work as a teacher was
something in which I took great
pride," he said. "The students I
enjoyed in those years have
remembered me and been my
ambassadors in many ways —
and I certainly hope and expect
that to continue.
"As for my later years, I
would like to be remembered as
a person who was a part of the
team and who knew his role and
did not try to be more than he
was."
He emphasizes that he plans
to continue to be active in future
years in appropriate activities
on the campus.
"I am happy to be leaving
with associations that will make
me feel comfortable whenever I

come back," he said. "My family owes a considerable debt to
Murray State. Both my children
are graduates, both are professionals and both are married to
professionals — and that in itself
is worth a great deal to me." •
His retirement plans are "to
farm a little, travel some and
devote more time to my church
and family."
Besides Kate, his wife of
almost 42 years, his family includes their two children, Dr.
Charles E. Eldridge, a pediatrician in Conroe, Texas, and
Deborah Kay Adams of BoCca
Raton, Fla., two grandsons and
his mother, Mrs. Otis (Lonie)
Eldridge .of 214 Irvan in Murray.

Ilegorsuiers DIM*
(,s. Tor Ono

Ron 8,
Joyce's

Li
Weekday Specials for Just $3.69
Monday-8 oz. Chopped Steak 'N Stuff
Tuesday-6 oz. Sirloin Steak
Wednesday-6 oz. Sirloin Tips
Thursday-8 oz. Chopped Steak 'N Mushroom
Weekday Specials include Soup & Salad
Bar, Choice of Potato or Roll
Soup & Salad Bar $2.29 Mon.-Thurs.

VOTE FOR AN EFFECTIVE
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
ON MAY 29, VOTE FOR MARK

BLANKENSHIP
FOR REPRESENTATIVE

FOR A RIDE TO THE POLLS, CALL 753-4,395 OR 753-0078
PAID FOR BY COMMITTEE FOR BLANKENSHIP, SID EASLEY, TREASURER
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PERSPECTIVE
New industry is
definitely welcome
Certainly some of the greatest news to hit Murray and Calloway County in many years came
this past week with the announcement of Briggs
& Stratton's decision to renovate and locate a
major plant at the former Tappan facilities.
Tremendous credit and appreciation should be
extended to those dignitaries instrumental in
securing the industry for our community.
Definitely long hours of tedious negotiations
were put in by diligent representatives of various,
business and community sectors who have been
hard at work for a considerable length of time.
To those people involved In this joyous announcement we offer a hearty congratulations on
behalf of the entire city of Murray and the
residents of Calloway County.
With eager,anticipation- we look forward tattle
opening of the plant. With great expectations we
treasure the thought of many of our men and
women returning to work. It is most gratifying to
know that these people will be given the opportunity -to apply for these future openings in the
job market.
A sound and highly reputable industry, Briggs
& Stratton has been a leader in its field for many
years. The knowledge the corporation will bring
to Murray will be a major asset to the business
climate of the entire region.
The 13riggs & Stratton announcement is indeed
a prime example of what a community's citizens
can d6 when they work together for a common
goal.

Voting is your right
Exercising the right to vote is an American
privilege much too often taken for granted. and
indeed too often overlooked.
Voting in any race — local, state or national —
is a method of preserving -the opportunity to have
a say in government. In many countries, the people have no voice in the selection. America
belongs to the people, not to the politicians.'We
are- the ones who elect our representatives at
governmental levels.
Taking the,time to vote is a small price to pay
to preserve this freedom. It is an ,Itet every
citizen should feel obligated 'to participate in.
Throughout the past months we have attempted to present as many of the candidates and
their issues as possible in as many of the races as
possible. It is our hope that you have taken the
time to study the stances taken by each of the individual candidates.
During Tuesday's primary election, voters
may select the candidate they feel will best
represent them.
t In the Fifth Distri-e-t-StatelterireSentative race..
voters may choose either Mark Blankenship or
Freed Curd.
For the First Congressional District United
States Representative in Congress, voters will
find Charles K. Hatchett and Carroll Hubbard.
Jr. on the ballots.
The United States Senator's race poses incumbent Walter "Dee" Huddleston unopposed on the
Democratic ticket, while on the Republican party, voters may select either Mitch McConnell.
Tommy Klein, Roger Harker or Thurman
Jerome Hamlin.
Selecting a candidate is an individual decision.
not one that should be made for you. Exercise
your. rights — vote.

Miirray Ledger & Times
I,‘ mike roNko
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This Kinda Fever Gives Me Chills
Se.

Sometimes they look a little
sheepish when they say it. Which
they should. Grown men and
women really ought to know better.
You expect children to talk that
way, but not adults.
Harry is an example. A
reasonably intelligent man. Runs
his own business, pays his bills on
time and is nobody's fool.
Yet, he did it. We were sitting at
the bar, and Harry, who had been
glancing at the ballgame on TV,
finally said: "What do you think?
They look pretty good, don't they?"
I knew what he was talking
abdut, but I decided to pretend I
didn't. I wanted to give him a
chance. to stop and avoid
embarrassment.,
So I looked in the direction of
some female persons sitting at a
table and said: "Yes, they look
OK."
"No, I don't mean them," Harry
said. "I mean the..."
Interrupting, I said: "Don't do it,
Harry. Don't say it."
But he did. He said: "...the Cubbies. I mean, they're looking
good."
"Harry," I said, "-when are you
going to learn?"
Undaunted, he Persisted.
"Seriously, don't you think they
can.
I put my hands over my ears. I
knew .what he Was going to say but

'I didn't want to hear it. .
"...make a run at it?"
Hands didn't work. I could still
hear him. So I tried putting a finger
in each ear.
"C'mon," Harry said. "You've
been watching them. You've got to
admit, they've been looking good."
I admitted it. "All right, Harry,
they look good. Healthy, trim, no
pimples. Hair neatly combed."
"No, you know what I mean.
Don't you think they can go all the
way?"
"Well, most of them are young
and vigorous, so I assume that
they're capable of going all the
way. I wouldn't be surprised if
most of them have already gone all
the way as often as they've been
allowed."
"I'm serious," Harry said.
"I know. That's what's so
terrible."
"Well, you've got to admit..."
"I don't have to admit anything,
Harry: A cop friend told me that."
"You've got to admit that
they've looked terrific so far. Even
on the road, they..."
"Harry, when are you going to
learn?"
"...they've- -ben winning the
close ones. I mean that's what a
team has to do to be'a..."
' "Donl say it; Harry. I warn
you."
"...to be a...

I knew what was corning. I
shouted: "-Harry, don't!"
"...a contender."
I just stared at him with, I hoped,
visible contempt.
He had the decency to look a little
embarrassed. But he shook it off
and went on. He was unstoppable.
"Look, they've got the speed
now. Those kids in center field can
really goAfter the ball."
"HarrVI can spit a ball farther
than their center fielders can hit
it."
"Speed. That's the ticket. And
pitching. You know that. If the pit-.
ching comes through, who knows
what can happen?"
"Harry, when are you going to
learn?"
"This new guy in left, he's a
leader. They call him Sarge. And
they have real depth on the bench.
When was the last time they had
depth on their bench?"
"I haven't measured it in years."
"You know, I've really got a feeling about this team."
"Harry, haven't you learned a
thing from a lifetime of disappointment and suffering and heartbreak? Hasn't history taught you
anything?"
"I refuse to live in the past.
Once every decade, Harry, they
lead us on. Remember in tpe '50s?
Moose Moryn, Ernie, Big Dale
Long. Real contenders. Then

poof."
"Yeah, but they had no speed.
You need speed."
•'In the '60s, Harry. Remember?
Ron and Don and Billy and Ernie
and Fergie. Then poof."
"Yeah, but the pitching was thin.
And the bench had no depth."
Only a few years ago, Harry.
Bruce, Manny, Ivan, Billy Buck.
Then poof."
"Look, I'm not saying they're going to win the World Series."
"I admire your restraint."
"But is it wrong to have hope?
What's the sense of living if you
don't have hope?"
I pointed at the top of my head
and said: "Look at my scalp,
Harry. What's happening to it?"
"You're getting bald."
"That's right. So should I sit
around and have hope that I will
grow hair?"
"That's crazy. That doesn't make any sense at all."
He was right. I'm • lousy at
analogies.
Just then, the Cub outfiled bungled an easy flyball. Soon the game
was over and they had lost.
"Nuts," Harry said, "I think
you're right."
"Actually, Harry, they've been
looking like.. well. I don't know if
-they can go all the way. But if
they're still in it by the All Star
Game, you never know what might
hap'pen."
Harry looked at me and exclaimed:'Why, you.belie.ve, too, don't
you? Admit it."
-Yes, I'm. afraid I do. But I've
been talking to a shrink about it."
What does the shrink say?"
"He says that if they come up
with a left—handed reliefer, it's
possible."

-4-

looking hack
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HEART TO TELL
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ELECTRONICALLY

Donating organs
There have been many heart-warming stories
about people who have been given a new lease on
life after receiving an organ transplant. Each such
inspiring story, however, is a reminder that
thousands of people who need donated organs will
never get them.
It is estimated that 6,000 Americans who need
a kidney transplant are being maintained on
dialysis because kidney donors can't be found. The
outlook also is bleak for the thousands of persons
who need heart, liver or other transplants.
It is unfortunate that so few among us are willing to become organ donors so that others may
live after we die.
President Reagan recently proclaimed National
Organ Donation Awareness Week. Certainly,
more awareness of how organ donations work is
needed. There are many misconceptions about
organ donations.
Some people incorrectly believe that organs can
be removed from donors before the donors die.
It also is widely, but incorrectly, believed that
the removal of organs from a body will make it
impossible for the donor to have an open casket
funeral.
Actually, a multiple organ and tissue donor can
have an open casket funeral.
Those who feel they might be willing to donate
organs should get the facts on donor programs to
ease whatever concerns they have.
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letttl- to the editor
Dear Editor,
Me, Vote? No way! I wouldn't do
anything that silly; Besides the
weather might be too hot or too
chilly.
Me, Vote? Those candidates running for office are no good: After
the election, I'll grumble and groan
about the dead wood.
Me, Vote? My one vote doesn't
count anyway — nope! Even
though I know elections have been
decided by one vote.
Me, Vote? I never have and I am
not about to start; When growing
up, in elections my family never
took part.
Me, Vote? I have no way to get to
the polls on Election Day; Even
though I know there are telephone
numbers to dial to get a way.
Me, Vote? I get tired of all the
campaigning and signs; At the
polls I don't like the idea of standing in lines.
You, Vote? Forget about all the
weak excuses listed above; Think
about your.duty and the country
you claim you love.
You, Vote? Support the political
party of your choice; Speak up!
Make your opinions known and use
your voice.
You, Vote? The media has given
you chances to hear the candidates
debate; Take an active part and
help our political system be first
rate.
• You, Vote? When you have exercised your right and had your say;
You won't have to whine beause
you didn't go to the Polls on Election Day.
You, Vote? Don't throw your vote
to the wind; Think about your
freedom and the wonderful country
you live in. -

You, Vote? Keep informed about
the candidates running for elec
,
tion; The League of Women Voters
keeps you informed about the
selections.
You, Vote? Ruthless persons
might take your voting privileges
away; We definitely don't want
that to happen in thee Good Old
U.S.A.
You, Vote? The newspaper has
listed all of the voting places; Be
enthusiastic! Take an interest in
the political races.

You. Vote? Instead of doing
nothing except complain and sit;
Let's give apathy a swift kick in the
pants and a fit.
You, Vote? Go to the polls, close
that curtain by pulling the lever;
vote on Primary Day. May 29 —
let's all catch the Voting Fever!
Editors Note: The following was
a clip submitted by Sarah
Vanmeter. 1710 Farmer Avenue
from the Hagerstown, Maryland
paper which was written by Gerald
C. Hicks.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 4.5381.
You will receive a prompt reply.
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I will
be retiring under two different
plans: my wife from social security and myself from the railroad industry. Can you tell me how the
work restrictions after retirement
differ between the' two different
systems? C.B.
ANSWER: Under both railroad
retirement and social security,
retirement benefits may be reduced if a beneficiary works after
retirement. In 1984, a reduction of
$1 in retirement benefits is made
for every $2 earned over $6,960 for
those ages 65 through 69, and over
$5,160 for those under age 65.. Under

social security, the entire benefit is
subject to reduction; under
railroad retirement, only a portion
of employee and spouse annuities
is subject to work reductions.
Under both systems, the entire
amount of survivor benefits is subject to work reductions. Special
restrictions apply under both
systems to any earnings by disabled workers.
The railroad retirement system
requires that an employee or
spouse actually retire, that is, stop
working for the last employer
before retirement. Railroad retirement benefits are not payable for
any month an annuitant works for
a railroad, and employee and
spouse annuities are not payable
for any month the annuitant works
for the last pre-retirement
employer. Under social security,
an individual is not required to stop
working for the last pre-retirement
employer to receive benefits. Their
retirement test is based only on
earnings.

Ten years ago
The six Calloway CountryElementary Schools at Alm°,
Hazel, Faxon, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and New Concord will hold
promotion exercises for students in
the Eighth Grade, at the schools
this week. Hopefully this will be the
last year for the centers as the
three new elementary centers being constructed will be ready for
occupancy by fall.
The voter turnout was light this
morning as was expected in the
Democratic Primary Election.
Boy Scout Troop 77 held an Eagle
Court of Honor with three receiving
the highest rank in Scouting. They
were Frank Gilliam, son of Willie
Waldrop Gilliam, Kent Harmon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James L. Harmon, and Joey Grasty, son of Dr.
and Mrs. William J. Grasty.
Installed as officers of the Hazel
Woman's Club were Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs. Tommy Paschall. Mrs.
Max Parks, Mrs. Houston Ray and
Mrs. Garlon Hutsoa.
Twenty years ago
Cong. Frank Albert Stubblefield
was swept back into office in the
Democratic Primary Election. He
only lost one county. Muhlenberg.
where one of his opponents resided.
Elected as new officers of the
Student Council of Calloway County High School were Ken Imes.
Gwen Fulkerson, Patricia Jones,
Connie Hopkins and Wilma Hale.
A new department. Kappa. has
been organized for the 'Murray
Woman's Club. Officers are Mrs.
James,Rogers, Mrs. Bill Fandrich,
Mrs. Fred Wells and Mrs. Bill
Smith.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hargrove, twin
boys to Clegg and Janice Austin, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Henson and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Urban Belcher.
Thirty years ago
Rupert F. (Billi Parks is chairman of the Zoning and Planning
Commission for the city of Murray.
The Rev. Bill Clark Thomas will
be speaker at a revival to be held at
Five Point Mission starting May
30. Ed Cremer will lead the
singing.
Coaches for the Little League
Baseball Teams at the Murray City
Park are Fred Faurot, Buddy
Buckingham, Robert Young and
Arnold Rose.
James Hugh Stewart, Ronnie
Hampton, Tommy Story -and
Gerald Coles, members of the
Hazel High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America, and,
their advisor, CarmOn Parks, as
FFA Day Purchase Winners, will
be guests of the Paducah Chamber
of Commerce on May 31.
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A scramble golf play
for the women of the
Murray Country Club is
scheduled for Wednesday. May 30, at 9:30
m. at the club.
Mary Belle Overbey,
phone 753-3567, will be
golf hostess. Anyone not
listed who would like to
play is asked to call her
to be placed in the
lineup. Anyone listed
who cannot play is also
asked to call Mrs.
Overtbey.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. 1
—Mary
Bogard. Pam Mavity,
Virginia Sohwettman,

Peggy Shoemaker,
Wilda Purdom arid Norma Workman;
•
Tee No. 2 — Jerlene
Sullivan, Sue Brown, ye
Severns, Rowena
Cullom, Frances Parker
and Debbie Jones;
Tee No. 3 — Betty Jo
Purdom, Judy Latimer,
Freda Steely,'Betty
Scott, Billie Cohoon and
Janet Wallis;
Tee No. 4 — Frances
Hulse, Faira Alexander,
Louise Lamb, Chris
Graham, Norma Frank
and Mary Belle
Overbey;
Tee No. 5 — Betty
Lowry, Cathryn Garrott, Alice Purdom,
Edith Garrison,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer
and Jennie Hutson;
Tee No. 6 — Venela

A spot on linen should
have immediate attention. .blot but don't rub.
Either wash or tyclean

Sexton, Diane
Villanova, Nancy
Haverstock, Martha Sue
Ryan, Patty Claypool
and Frances Richey;
Tee No. 7 — Toni Hopson, Carita Lamb, Polly
Seales, Barbara Stacey,
Laverne Ryan and
Mary Bazzell;
;
tee No. 8 — Evelyn
Jones, Madelyn Lamb,
Mary Frances Bell,
Jane Fitch, Ethelene
McCallon and Eddie
Mae Outland;
Tee Na. 9 — thus Orr,
Margaret Shuffett, Judy
Muehleman, Rebecca
Irvan, Euldene Robinson and Lois Keller.
Winners
Peggy Shoemaker,
golf hostess for May 23,
has announced the
following winners;

Medalist — Jerlene
Sullivan;
Low putts — Diane
Villanova and Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, tied for
overall;
Championship flight
— 3-way tied for first,
Betty Jo Purdom, Diane
Villanova and Mary
Bogard;
First flight — Carita
Lamb, first, and
Virginia Schwettman,
second;
-Second flight — Barbara Stacey and Edith
Garrison, tied for for
first;
Third flight —
Frances Parker, first,
and Rowena Cullom,
second;
Fourth flight — Mary
Bazzell, first, and Mug
Rigsby, second.

Sibling class on Thursclay

The second in a series
of monthly Sibling
Classes at MurrayTurning sixteen
Calloway County
mei I easy
Hospital has been
5,' it•n
scheduled
for Thursday,
c.,,di•3.
May 31.
This is a one-time
class, designed to help
make it easy for other
young children in the
family to accept and adjust to the arrival of a
new brother or sister.
Sponsored jointly by
the hospital and Depart733-3314
central canter
ment of Nursing at MurDAILY MATINEES
ray State University,
CHERI ONLY
the class represents a
health care service new
to the area. The only
other hospitals in the
area offering such a program are in. Louisville
and Madisonville.
The classes are open

to children, 2 through 10,
and are limited each
time to 10 children with
enrollment, on a firstcome, first-served
basis. The May 31 class
will be held from 6 to 7
p.m.' in the third Floor
classroom at the
hospital.
, There is no charge
and each child participating is asked to bring either a doll or a
stuffed animal to the
class.
In tharge will be Betty Powell, a registered
nurse and an assistant
professor of nursing at
the university. She will
be assisted by members
of ,the _obstetrical nUrsing staff at the hospital.
Parents also are invited to attend the rdass,

as suggestions on how to
cope with sibling rivalry
and jealousy will be offered. A list of recommended publications
dealing with the problem also will be
available.
"The arrival of a new
baby in the home can be
a traumatic experience
for some children,"
says Ms. Powell, who
has been at the university since 1981. "It also
can pose problems for
the parents as the
smaller children often
experience bitterness
and jealousies from the
parental attention given
the new baby."
Parents wishing to
enroll children should
call the Department of
Public -Relations at the
hospital, 753-5131, Extension 338.

Artcraft Photography

Miss Vickie Lynn
Stubblefield and Donnie
Ray Steelman were
married Saturday, May
19, at 2 p.m. at the First
Christian Church, Huntsville, Ala.
Dr. John Jackson
officiated.
Music was presented
by Mrs. Pam Lovett of
Benton, organist and
soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy J. Stubblefield of Huntsville,
Ala.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Clark of
Cadiz and of Mrs. Cohen
Stubblefield and the late
Mr. Stubblefield of
Murray.
The groom is the son
of Ms. Blondina
Steelman cif Huntsville,
Ala.,. and Nathaniel
Steelman of Athens,
Ala.
The bride was given in
marriage by her father.
She wore a white
French Chantilly lace
gown designed with a
sweetheart neckline,
bishop sleeves and a
chapel train. Her veil
was attached to a Juliet
cap.
Her bridal bouquet
was of roses and
greenery.
Miss Luci Stub-,
blefield, sister of the
bride, was the maid of
honor. The bridesmaids
were Ms. Donna flough
and Mrs. Patti Hilborn.
The flower girl was
Miss Melissa Cofifey.
Gene Steelman served
as best man for the

.1Irs 1)onnic R./
groom.
Groomsmen were
David Steelman and
Kenneth Steelman.
Ushers were -Dale
Steelman, Terry
Steelman and Scottie
Steelman, all brothers

Tennis 15111* WedneSclai--Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Wednesday, May 28. at 9 a.m. at
the club. In case of rain, play *ill be canceled.
An. inexpensive smoke deThe lineup is as follows: Court One — Kathy lioptector_ can help keep your
family safer from fire. perud, Alice Rouse, Renee Wynn and Annette
Alexander; Court Two — Ann Uddberg, Lesia
Faughn, Martha Andrus and Emily Miller:
Court Three — Vicky Holton, Cecilia Brock.
Cathy Mattis and Kay Ray; Court Four — Cindy
Dunn. Cindy Cohoon, Jan Sear-gent and Dianne
Buckingham.

11.‘ South 12st St. 753-0035

At Lincoln Federal...
Valuable Free Gifts'
PLUS

Stanlev tinishcs training,
Pvt. Michael T. Stanley, son of Claude E. and
Nerea N. Stanley. 802 Olive St., Benton. has completed basic training at Fort Dix. N.J. During the
training, students. received instruction in drill
and ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics.
military courtesy, military justice, first aid and
Army history and traditions. He is a 1979
graduate of Marshall County High School

10.80%* Interest on 5 Year Certificates
10.75%* Intereston 31/2 Year Certificates
10.70%* Interest on 2/
1
2Year Certificates

EVERY TUESDAY
5
TAC TUESDAY

Lincoln Federal Savings and Loan has
the program you have been waiting for.
TV's and other super gifts.. plus high
interest when you invest in our high earning certificates.
Get a free gift to enjoy now, plus your'
money bock later with full interest! All you
hove to do is open a Lincoln Federal 2'
or 5 year savings certificate. Then, according
to your deposit, you'll receive a-corresponding
-free gift: . (See gift chart.)
The best part is that with a Lincoln
Federal Saving Certificate you're locking in a
guaranteed high rate for the long term. Not a
bad idea with rotes constantly changing.
To take achiontoge of this offer, stop in at
any of our conveniently located branches,or
complete the coupon and mail it to us.
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Field trip on Saturday
The Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will
conduct a field trip on Saturday, June 2. to Neptune Community near Ashland City. Tenn. Mr.
and Mrs. John S. Herbert will take the group on a
tour to observe the bluebirds and their nestlings.
The Herberts who were guest speakers at the
April meeting of the JPAS maintain a -bluebird
trail" of 80 nesting boxes. The group will meet
others at 1-24 Exit 65 to Cadiz and Hopkinsville
Each one should bring a sack lunch and drink.
Visitors are welcome. For carpool and other information call 753-9385.
WhitiOW

promoted

Robert M. Whitlow. son of Fred M. and Mary
L. Whitlow _Rt. 2. Mayfield, has been promoted
to the rank of technical sergeant in the United
States Air Force. He is a diet therapy supervisor
with the 7th Bombardment Wing at Carswell Air
Force Base, Texas. He is a 1973 graduate- of Lincoln Park High School. Michigan.

W.,111"
p1ogran1s for tlircc groups
The WMU of the
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church met recently to
present programs for
the patients at Westview
Nursing Home and Long
Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and for
residents of Fern Terrace Lodge.
The devotions were

given by the Rev. Paul
Dailey. Louise Short
played the piano for
group singing.
Singers included
Ruby Fannin, Helen
Nance, Sue Campbell,
Murial Wright,
Clayborn McCuiston,
Lurene McCuiston, Lois
Smith, Mildred Riordian and Shirley'Wefts.

ELECTROLUX
'The little store
that offers
more1
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The Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association will meet Monday. June 4, At 2 p.m
at the Ellis Community Center. Henry* Bannon,
tenor, professor of choral music at Murray State
University, will-presenta--pisig,arn of music.- An •
nual dues will be payable and all members and
interested persons are invited to attend. a
spokesman said.
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of the groom.
blefield, Mr. and Mrs.
Following the Robert Hendon, Mrs.
ceremony a reception.Barbara White,' Mrs.,
was held in the church Paul Blalock, Mrs.
fellowship hall.
Wendell Allbritten, Mrs.
Attending the' wed- Allene Evans, Mrs. Dan
ding from Murray were Hart and Mrs. Joanna
Mrs. Cohen Stub- Sykes.
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Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
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5.-Good selection, written warranties and
very affordable prices.
Complete servicing and checkup Only $6.00
on any vacuum.
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ThIlVatt-Copeland

Coining COMMunity

Murray State University Libraries will be
closed today.

County Jaycee Fair will
open today with MotorMemorial Day family
cycle raCts at 13 p.m.,
potluck is icheduled at 7
4-H -Rabbit Show and p.m.
at Murray Country
Midway opening at 6
Club with Tommy and
p.m., and fireworks
Tonya Fike and Andisplay at 9 p.m. This is -thony
and Debbi Fike in
family night with one charge.
price-unlimited rides.
--- Memorial Day ScramAl c o holt c s ble
with Jerry Caldwell
Anonyinous and AI- in charge is scheduled
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. at
10 a.m. at Oaks Counat First Christian try
Club.
Church, Benton.
------Tuesday, May 29
Murray State UniverToday is Election
sity Libraries will be
Day. Exercise your
closed today.
right to vote.
------The Single Connection
Murray State Univerwill meet at 10:30 a.m.
in parking lot of First sity Libraries will be
United Methodist open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
Church to carpool to p.m.
---Founders Day picnic at
Events at MurrayKenlake State Park.
Calloway County

cv

babl* and Clinli,ti,tialti

by the local ho,spital

Avon
Coll Now
Sherry Howell
436-5539

SER%I\(,- Nlembers of the %1elcome Nailiin serving
gire.t
the benefit card part) included. from left. Mao Branscomb,
Mar.ha
kathon Outland. Ihirrith 0% rbe and Ingehorg king.
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sunscitional
Free Pants Sale

Buy One At Reg. Price—Get The Next
One Of Equal Value Or. Less Free.
1/2
1/2
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efeomAiqn

' verkTront

A Nom* You Can Trust"

1
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Tuesday, May 29
Wednesday, May 30
Wednesday, May 30
Meeting to discuss
Jaycee Fair will include Calloway County
Dune Buggy and Sand Jaycee Fair will include possiblities of including
Drags at 7 p.m. along 4-H and FFA Dairy local homes or strucwith Midway rides and Show and Jersey - tures as historic sites
Holstein Cattle Show, will be at 7 p.m. at the
events.
both at 10 a.m., Calloway- Public
---Alcoholics Southern Fire Band at 7 Library. For informap.m., along with Mid- tion call 753-7307 or
All Famous Brands, Missy and Jr.
Anonymous will meet at
A
Sizes—Large Selection
753-6515.
8 p.m. in western por- way rides and events.
tion of Livestock and
Murray State UniverAdult Literacy 'ProExposition Center.
sity Libraries will be gram will start at 1:30
---open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Douglas ComSocial Security
Price Selected GroupsSummer
p.m.
nter. For inmunity
Representative will be
formation call 762-6971.
Skirts,
Tops,
Sweaters, Shirts & Suits
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
111
Price All Ultima II Cosmetics
10 a.m. to noon.
..;
---WELCOME WAGON WANTS TO VISIT YOU
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Just engaged? New parent? Moved? I'd'like to visit you
I'll bring useful gifts, information and cards you can redee.,
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
tor more gifts at local businesses AU tree to you
at Health Center.
---Kathryn Outland
Round and square
Hostess
dancing with music by
753-3079
Country Beat will be
Ingeborg King Asst.
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
492-8348
Lynn Grove Roller
We can arrange
Rink.
to get together
---in your home •
Senior citizen events
- /
1
4 X7 .
for a brief visit
Tier
14
"vtj
will be at 9:30 a.m. at
(0111"
Wt
.
Dexter Center; from 10
"•-`
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers;
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
---/UPPICININIMMIS.
Bazaar workshop will
4Sit] S3IldlinS 3-11HM 0009 S301kid•ISV1 9311dc1119 31IHM 0009 93018d•
be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
3li1d.1SV1 S311ddllS TIIHM 00 0
1.11111111111mOd•
at First United
Methodist Church.
. Parkay
Tn
---Monday
Wednesday, May 30
)
Thru
Hazel and Douglas
1 Lb. Box .
Centers will be open
o
. Saturday
44. - 1
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
8-7
,
VI,
.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---IA
Ladies day events at
Prices Good While Seal's Last!
Oaks Country Club will
,,,_
Include golf with Sue
Turner
White
Lynn Grove
Lamb as hostess and
Martha White
Large
bride with Joyce
Thomas as hostess at
1/2 Gal.
10 Lb.-9:30 a.m.
---Doz.
Ladies day. golf with
Mary Belle Ovebey as
hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Murray Country
5 Lb.
Club.
---Events at MurrayReelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.29
Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.29 ,
1

.cgril

Immediate Income

The annual benefit
card party of the
Welcome Wagon Club
was held on Friday,
April 27, at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
Proceeds from the
party are donated to
civic projects including
WATCH. (Work Activities Training Center
for the Handicapped)
and the Murray.
Calloway County Need
Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry.
Winners for the party
included the following:
Euva Alexander, door
prize;
.Ada Roberts, high,
Joe Pat James, second,
and Mary Belle
Overbey, third, for
bridge;
Nora McDonald and
Bill Sain, high for Rook;
Teddy Southard, high
for Spades;
Joe Nell Rayburn,
Corrine McNutt,
Laverne Ryan, RalphKimbro, Marge Hinman, Melva Hatcher
and Doris Nance, table
highs.

events listed

Census at MurrayDismissals were as
Calloway County follows:
Hospital for WednesMiss Hillery S. Britday. May 23, was 112 tain, Mayfield; Miss
adults and three in Cynthia C. Quarles and
nursery.
baby boy, Rt. 7, Benton;
Newborn admissions Mrs. Tonia J. Taylor,
Were as follows:
Rt. 7; "Mrs. Myra D.
• Baby Girl Moseley, Gradisher, 114 North
parents, Sherry and 14th St.;
Steve, Rt. 1, Cottage
James T. Fogg, No.
Grove, Tenn.
89, Riviera Trailer Ct.;
Mrs. Virgie B. Dix, Cunningham; Miss Jessica
L. Norsworthy, 221
South 15th St.; Mrs.
Willie Mae Bazzell, 907
Waldrop Dr.;
Danny G. Ferguson,
209 Maple S,L.; L. D.
Foster, 411 North L.P.
Miller; Mrs. Ella Pace,
HONOLULU (AP) - Rt. 1, Hardin; Herchel
When it comes to the ulu A. Bennett, Rt. 3,
maika, Henry Lee is a Fulton.
standout - at least
among men 70, years
and older.
Bob Green's
Sure, you say, but
what about theho'oikaika for women?
C
beCc
r
ve t
Well, that's the,specialty of Adeline Young.
These strange sounding words are actually ancient Hawaiian
'
Paducah, KY.
sporting events in the
Kupuna Makahiki
Proudly Presents
games held this week by
June 1-2
June 22-23
the state's senior
citizens.
.
AL MARTINO
TRILLY COLE
An estimated 2,000
$18.00 Dinner & Show
$15.75 Dinner & Show
contestants 55 years'old
$7.50 Show Only
$5.25 Show Only
and over competed in
the ho'oikaika, a shotput
June 29-30
June 8-9
with lava stones; ulu
FABIAN, DIAMONDS
BUDDY GRECO
maika, bowling; o'o the,
•
AND DEE CLARK
$18.00 Dinner & Show
wear throwing; and
$21.00
Dinner & Show
$7.50 Show Only
moa, a game of sliding
$10.50 Show Only
darts.
,
June 15-16
July 6-7
GRAND OPENING

Career
Opportunity

‘10‘DA1

JIM NABORS

with
B.J. THOMAS
Woody, Woodbury, MC. $21 00 dinner & show
$1050 show only
$21.00 Dinner & Show
_.
$103.5Q Sim*. nniv ,,._ ._ it
.Box Office Open 9-9 M-F
Showtimes 8 & 10:30 p m.

9-5 Set
502-443-8000

I 3-D & T

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

Warehouse Foods
Buttermilk

Potatoes

Marganne

/ipt

Eggs

0
$
1
29
99
69

.21s 1
Flour

0
79

,
Erwin Country

Sausage
Hot or Mild

,
Downy Fabric

Yellow

Softener

Onions

96 Oz.

$

1 49 $ 1 99
Turner Ice Milk /
1
2 Gal. $1.09

‘3 Lb. Bag

Northern
Bathroom

1

Tissue

690 980
,
4 Roll Pkg.

Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. 99'
I

Mt. Dew, Orange
Crush, Grape Crush,
Barq's Root Beer

Coca-Cola, Tab, Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Sprite, Diet Coke
or Mt. Dew
2 Liter ,Bottles

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Reelfoot
All Meat

Wieners

790 990 $ 1 59 890
. ..__ _ _ ,
,
,
2 Liter Bottles

12 Oz.

Plus •Deposit

Nunn Better Meal 5 Lb. 79'

Sweepstake Tuna 6 Oz. 49'

ICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST .PRICES
GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST .PRICES G

Monday,May 28
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
4 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

I NIL%

wedding planned •winners
are listed

Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Thweatt of Rt. 1, Boaz,
announce the engagement and approaching
mrriage of their
daughter, Laura Kay, to
Kevin Glyn Copeland,
son of the Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Copeland of
Kirksey.
Miss Thweatt is a 1983.
graduate of Symsonia
High School.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Shelly Brown
of Mayfield and of Mrs.
Sylvia Thweatt and the
late Buck Thweatt of
Hardmoney.
Mr. Copeland, a 1983
graduate of Symsonia
High School, is
employed at Wal-Mart
in Paducah.
He is the grandson of
Mrs. Reba Coltharp and
the late Voris Coltharp
of Pilot Oak, and of Mr.
and Mrs. Noble
Copeland of Cuba. He is
the great-grandson of
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden of
Pilot Oak.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
1.4tirJ_K;i1 TIrti
Friday, July 6, at 7 p.m.
4 1p('iand I() fil://T1
.//1(/ KC1 in 61.1
at the Hardmoney.Baptist Church near
A reception will follow
All friends and attend the wedding and
Symsonia.
at the church.
relatives are invited to the reception.

Monday, May 28
District 17, Unit I,
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet,at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.- •
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Wray Ledger & Times

FHA chief defends awarding of loan- system contract
and available only from
a single source, the'lllinois company which
developed it, Shuman
said Tuesday during
sharp questioning from
members of a House
Government Operations
subcommittee.
Shuman said he had
been unaware at the
time the contract was
awarded that his
daughter, Carol, a student at the University of

WASHINGTON (AP )
- Charles W. Shuman,
head of the Farmers
Home Administration,
says no political
shenanigans were involved in the awarding
of a $646,000 noncompetitive contract for
a new application
system for farm loans.
There had been no
competitive bidding for
the contract because the
system was copyrighted

Illinois, was then merce Secretary
employed part time by Malcolm Baldrige and a
the system's primary political appointee.
Defending himself
author, a professor at
the university.
further, Shuman denied
He also defended the that his action in putting
credentials of Molly the 22-page ConBaldrige, his special ,solidated Financial
assistant who was in- Statements into use navolved in setting re- tionwide violated the
quirements for training 1980 Paperwork Reducagency employees to tion Act. He said a
use the new loan ap- meeting had been set for
plication forms. She is later this week to
the daughter of Corn- discuss the matter with

the Office of Management and Budget, which
must clear the use of
most new government
forms. OMB claims it
has not given approval
for Shuman's action.
"I believe the real
Issue is the need for, and
the effectiveness of, the
Coordinated Financial
Statement," Shuman
told the panel. He said
his own experience as
state director of FmHA

in Illionis from 1971 to
1977 convinced him that
the four-page loan application form that had
been in use for decades
was antiquated.
Rep. Tom Harkin, D.
Iowa, raised-qUestions
about the approval of
the contract earlier this
year, pointing out that
Shuman's daughter was
employed by Thomas
Frey, an agriculture
economics nrofessor at

the university. She
worked about 10 hours a
week as an assistant for
PM an hour, Shuman
said.
"There was no kind of
prior relationship" between himself and Frey,
Shuman said, other than
an appearance Shuman
made to talk about
FmHA before one of
Frey's classes.
The new financial
statement is to gradual-

ly replace the old form,
known as the Farm and
Home plan, giving
FmHA officials more
data on which to base
loan decisions and to
give farmers a clearer
management tool.
The application
system, including training slides and instruction booklets, was
bought from Century
Communications in
Skokie, Ill.

Livestock farmers slacking off on corn as feed
"SERVING
4
4
1
11
THE ENTIRE
.
41 11
'
PURCHASE
AREA"

• ...;••

••••.-

••••

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
& SOYBEANS

WASHINdTON (AP)
- New supply-and demand figures by the
Agriculture Department add further
evidence that livestock
producers generally
have dug in 'their- heels
because of higher feed
costs, which were
driven up sharply by the
government's paymentin-kind program and the
1983 drought.
As a result, producers
are feeding less corn to
cattle, hogs and poultry
than had been anticipated, in some areas
turning to more

economical grain such
as wheat.
Despite the slowdown,
the U.S. corn reserve by
Oct. 1 - the beginning
of a new marketing year
- may be down to 520
million bushels, the
smallest inventory of
old-crop grain since Oct.
1, 1976.
At current levels of
use, that would be about
a three-week supply of
corn. Last Oct. 1, the
corn reserve ballooned
to 3.14 billion bushels, a
six-month supply. Last
year's drought and the
government's payment-

in-kind acrefkge program cut 1983 produttion sharply, leading to
the present tight supply.
The major reason for
the slowdown in corn
feeding has been the
higher grain prices.
With cattle and hog
prices generally lagging
behind feed costs, producers have been reluctant to expand.
Although farmers and
feedlot operators placed
10 percent more cattle
on feed during the first
quarter of 1984 than they
did a year earlier, those
animals were heavier to
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BUCHANAN FEED & SEED

dit

See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds,fertilizer and
pet care needs.

Grain Merchandising

753-3404

lb

753-5378

Industrial Road
RAILROAD AVI. MURRAY,KY.
•
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begin with, meaning
they will spend less time
in feedlots and will be
marketed by early
summer.
"Placements (of
animals in feedlots)
have been down sharply
in the Corn Belt as a
result of tightening of
corn supplies and higher
prices," the report said
Tuesday. "The number
of cattle on feed April 1
was 78,84 and 86 percent
of a year earlier in
Iowa, Illinois and Minnesota, respectively."
In areas with alternative grains available,

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Western Europe, one
of the top markets for
American farmers, may
be headed for a bumper
crop year in 1984 after
suffering a setback in
1983 , sa,ys the
Agriculture
Department.
Overall, agricultural
production "will likely
rise significantly" this
year, the department's
Economic Research
Service said Monday in
an outlook report.

MAY 25- JUNE 9/Reel in the Bargains!

Cadet 78

WHEELBARROW

GREASE
$915anon of 10

Reelin the Bargains!

(Lees than(Mpg's)

$490°

($26.95
of 30
.
0 thancase
IMX tube)

Reg. sug. pr. $59.00

Sale Price -99c per tube
Reg sug pr.- $1.10 per tube

Water Tanks
Compact gee ecnstructne
ePory coating Reiraceade
the;5-year warranty

Reg. sug. pr. $4.69
N102-35110

Total output of
livestock products is expected to increase, encouraged by economic
recovery. Hawever,
analysts said "continued low profit
margins will likely limit
the increases" to less
The area planted to than in recent years.
grain for the 1984
Milk production is exharvest will probably in- pected to decline, maincrease by 1 percent to 2 ly because of new
percent from last year delivery quotas in the
to slightly more than the European Community.
record set in 1982, the
(Cont'd on page 7)
report said.

B-660 Mut-Purpose

Controlled-Air

MIRACLEGRO
1530-15

"Grain production is
expected to 'resume its
upward trend after
1983's reduced crop,"
the report said.
"Weather has-laeen,excellent, and near-record
yields are forecast."

Reg. sug. pr. $9.10
No. 52.
009002020.

MAY 25- JUNE 9

fi

BLACKTOP
SEALER
$7955 gal.

Sotithern
States

12.00
0105-12141

As a result of the
larger cattle
placements, the report
said beef production will
be somewhat greater in
the first three quarters
of 1984 than had been
forecast. Overall,
however, 1984 beef output is expected to be
down about 1% percent
from last year.

Pork production is expected to drop 6 percent
from 1983, unchanged
from earlier indications. Poultry output
may increase 2 percent
this year.
Corn prices have been
slightly weaker than
USDA economists had
forecast earlier and now
may average in the
range of $3.20 to $3.30
per bushel over the current marketing year,
compared to $3.20 to
$3.40 indicated on April
10 in a similar analysis.
Prices at the farm
averaged $2.68 per
bushel ina1982-83.

Europe hopes for bumper crop

ER

GRASS SHEAR
sug. pr.
$895

notably wheat, cattle
feedlot placements have
been large. On April 1,
for example, Texas had
24 percent more cattle
on feed than a year
earlier, and Kansas had
10 percent more.

4 cu.-ft capacity. Si'tooth seamless tray
with curled edge. x102-32056.

.052-34015

$10300

(23 1/32 in. x 2in.)
No. CA827. Drow-down
equivalent to 32-gal. conventional tank. 0060-12840. Reg.
sug. pr: S217.00 No.
CA42.
Draw-down
equivalent to 42-gal. conven. No. CA42-T. Some capacity as
tional tank. 0060-12820. Reg. CA42 but taller and slimmer
0060-12825. Reg. sug. pr
sug., pr. S142.00
S137.00

Super Latex

WHITE HOUSE
PAINT
I gieL
Reg. sug. pr. $19.25
Our finest acrylic latex siow-criaouni; pant Ones N•ww..'

'40 301
n 11 Note .095-14170.

Reg. sug. pr. $35.00

8 oz

High-Tensile

Tube Top

BARBED WIRE

STOCK TANK

No 61 Fx Norte& tarts. garages, etc

KENNEL
DIP
$395

.081 17090

80 rod roils
lightweight. Easy handling. Long-lasting PSTNI Clos III zinc
coating.

Reg sug pr $6.70
No 1045
.101132364

$5995

iLiecnce or temporary fence)
n361-24840.

Reg. sug. pr. $66.29
Nc RE-224 2 ft woe x 2 ft tar

aaovr

4 ft

ga .1co.2445o

ion; Haas

Stockman Special
Round-Point

HIGH-TENSILE FENCE

SHOVEL

WALL
SWITCH

740-6-121/2
$7995

69'

Reg. sug. pr. $88.50
0061-11622

keg sug Pr51 40 - 51 45
trowr..061-27410
estry .061 27420

No. 15-61a 47-in. handle. 8105-12370.

$865°

'

31/2 hp.
22-in. self-propelled

POWER MOWER

32-gal. Square

TRASH
CAN
Reg. sug. pr. $20.00
No 21523 Easy to dart Won t Viten at
150"r or cree. at -30*F byer 'Per
!arty •070.05124

845-6-121/2

RABBIT
WATER
BOTTLE
$225
Reg sug pc $306
No 8020/M 80
0066-30102

Gray Porch & Floor

949-6-121/2
$9400

ENAMEL
$

Reg. sug. pr. $104.00
0061-11624

2
5°1
Reg. sug. pr $1600

No 501 .4.gn vintner to ieses arC atraaons
58 ^cu"s .09514285

onesir

Strortger. lasts Longer. Costs less. Easy handling - Weighs
1514VIesi than standard 121
/
2 gauge fence Sag resistant
Free
30 ft of galvanized brace wiie 0 each roll

753-1423
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Group disputes Reagan 0s claims of rural improvement
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Rural America, a national non-profit
organization pledged to
helping people in small
towns and other rural
areas, has launched a
move against some of
the Reagan administration's claims of
economic progress in
the countryside.
The-group, which has
its national office in
Washington, said Mon-

day the push is aimed at
countering some of the
claims made last month
in the administration's
rural development
strategy report, "Rural
Communities and the
American Farm: A
Partnership for
Progress."
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block released
the report on April 16,
outlining plans for 1984
and beyond.

Rural America offered its own point of
view:
—"Between the first
quarter of 1981, when
Reagan took office, and
the first quarter of this
year, rural employment
grew at only half the
rate of urban employment. The gap between
the rural employment
rate and the urban
employment rate increased by more than a

half-percent.
—"Median household
income (the mid-point
of household earnings)
in metropolitan areas
failed to keep pace with
the national average.
Between 1980 and 1982,
urban income increased
13.7 percent, while in
non-metro areas the increase was only 11.4
percent."
—"The share of the
population in poverty

rose in both areas, but
more sharply in rural
areas."
Most of the critique
was based on testimony
last week by David
Raphael, executive
director of Rural
America, who appeared
before a House
Agriculture subcommittee on conservation,
credit and rural
development

"While we are the allocation of public
generally encouraged service and resources to
by the overall tone of the rural areas, and its
report (by the ad= failure to acknowledge
ministration) ... we are the seriousness of perdistressed by its failure
to deal with critical
rural issues through
meaningful changes in
federal policies, its
failure to address the
continuing imbalance in

Big winter wheat crop could dampen prices
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Winter wheat producers soon will be rolling combines through
what could be another
bumper harvest, enough
grain to keep a damper
on market prices
through much of the
1 98 4-85 marketing
season, according to
some observers.
The Agriculture
Department's first official estimate issued
Wednesday showed

winter wheat production
this year could be about
1.98 billion bushels, a
decline of less than 1
percent from the
bumper 1983 harvest of
1.99 billion bushels.
In a related report,
the department said
world total grain output
in 1984-85 could rise to a
record level, up 8 percent from last season's
depressed production.
According to the projections — described as

In some other parts of
the world means renewed export opportunities
for American farmers
"The United States is
back in the production
business, and we're going to have to supply it
to someone," Block said
after signing the crop
report. "There is an opportunity there to service world needs."
Winter wheat is
planted in the fall and
harvested the following

"highly tentative" —
world wheat output
could be up 2 percent
from 1983-84.
Agriculture Secretary
John Block told The
Associated Press that
while the winter wheat
figures show "a healthy
crop" is in the works,
they portend no worse a
surplus problem than
already had been
anticipated.
Block said the lack of
growth in grain supplies

summer. It makes up
Production in Kansas,
about three-fourths of the usual leader, was intotal U.S. wheat dicated at 395.5 million
bushels
production.

Meridian Insurance can provide
"A WORLD OF PROTECTION"
-for your farm

proclaimed the week of
May 13-19 as National
Smokey Bear Week.
"Smokey will malte
appearances in a barnstorming toufacrois the
cquntry,': Block said. "I
kind of wonder if he's
been involved with some
of the primary campaigning, I don't really
know."
The Smokey
character began in 1944
as a poster symbol of
the Forest Service to
help reduce wildfires in
national forests. Those
fires destroyed more
than 10 million acres in
1942. By 1981, damage
was down to 3 million
asres.
But Smokey became

more than---a -cartoon- tion of Congress, was
figure and a, slogan — buried in New Mexico.
"Remember, only you -Goldie, a female bear:
can prevent forest who was paired with
fires" — with the rescue Smokey in 1962, died
of a badly burned cub several years ago.
after a fire n /Ow MEk---- Frank Harden and
ico's Lincoln National Jackson Weaver, local
Forest in 1950.
radio celebrities, helped
After its burns healed, with Wednesday's tree
th,e cub was brought to planting at the
the National Zoo in Agriculture
Washington, where it Department.
became the living
Weaver, who provided
Smokey Bear.
the original voice of
In 1975, at the age of 25 Smokey Bear, recalled
— at least 70 in human that Smokey originally
years — old Smokey spoke rather gruffly,
retired, and an telling people to be
understudy, a 6-year-old careful in the forests.
black bear, assumed the But as the years passed,
name.
Smokey mellowed and
Old Smokey died in was more friendly in his
1976 and, at the direc- messages.

2244
Grain Sorghum
NK Brand 2244 has Int; cr,l!u.c•
promise a successful season 2,'
disease and greenbugs. And its ui
stand. strong in_theAlcit,-.•Lirr AAie•114•14tributes to yields Ever) ‘Iv hi:r. •r...
runs dry
•Medium maturing
•Superb yield potential
•Semi-open heads for fast d'
•Excellent downy mildevv a•-••:

resistance
•Res,ists_smut and MDIV1V
•Reststance -to -Brotype C grerrr .•Short, sturdy pants
standability

See me
for more
information...
and for your
supply of

Smokey the Bear turns 40
WASHINGTON 4AP)
— As bears go, Smokey
is a hard-working,
gregarious sort who is
always ready to lift a
willing paw to put out
foresr- fires. But his
boss, Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
is wondering if Smokey
really isn't campaigning for public office.
Block helped plant a
tree Wednesday to commemorate Smokey
Bear's 40th anniversary
as an official Forest Service symbol, and said
festivities are planned
throughout the year. A
special postage stamp
honoring Smokey will be
!Mad in August.
President Reagan has

sistent poverty and
human misery
throughout much of
rural America,"
Raphael'said.

Ask us about coverage for your
barns, tractors, livestock, grain and/or
hay. We have broad coverages
available.
For a review & quotation on ,your
farm insurance, Call:
Tom Scruggs
Owen Billington
or Dan Shipley

The Murray Insurance
Agency
Meridiali
InsuraIke
11
;
11
• aworicloimarrmml

2244
CARRAWAY
FARMS
Rte 4 Box 815
Murray

11161E:
NORTHRUP
KING

753-5522

Experts see better farming year,
but full recovery still a ways away
"Agricultural comWASHINGTON (API
— Government and modity prices have been
private forecasters say relatively strong during
1984 will mean financial the last few weeks, but
gains for farmers, the underlying factors
although they admit im- that are currently acprovements will vary ting to support the spotgreatly according to ty pockets of strength in
types of production, the farming sector are
region and weather for the most part quite
tenuous," Chase says in
patterns.
But there are also its April outlook report.
some worrisome symp- "These pockets of
toms that suggest the strength include the
basic health of the U.S. feed grains, oilseeds
farm economy has some and poultry sectors."
The Chase report adddistance to go before full
ed that while the cash
recovery.
The Agriculture flow and incomes of
Department says farm corn and soybean
Income may be up farmers are "much imsubstantially. Overall, proved over a year
commodity prices are ago," the improvement
currently running about has fallen short of ex9 percent above year- pectations because of
ago levels, including a "the overvalued U.S.
16 percent gain for crop dollar and generally
prices. Livestock prices weak underlying dein March were up only mand" in domestic and
2.7 percent from a year export markets.
"Prospects for crop
earlier.
producers
in 1984 reChase Econometrics,
Bala Cynwyd, Pa., main dim as supplies
takes somewhat of a rebuild and prices dip,"
mixed view of 1984 farm the report said. "The
bright spot is in the
prospects.

livestock sectors —
livestock producers will
benefit substantially
from higher meat prices
and lower feed costs."
A recent annual
report by the Farm
Credit Administration
shows that thousands of
full-time commercial
farmers are still in
financial trouble, with

debts piling up and their
ability to repay loans
put under heavy stress.
The FCA, an independent federal agency,
oversees operations of
the cooperatively owned
Farm Credit System,
which includes federal
land bank associations
and production credit
associations.

Europe...
(Cont'd from page 8)
tions that can affect
Western Europe, American producers
which includes the 10 and consumers.
U.S. agricultural excountries in the European Community or ports to Western Europe
Common Market, is one dropped 13 percent to
of the key regions of the about $10 billion in 1983,
world for U.S. the third straight yearly
agricultural exports. It decline. But U.S. farm
also is a huge exports overall have
agricultural producer dropped the last few
and exporter in its own years, last year totaling
right, often competing about $36.1 billion.
with the United States in
some markets.
Thus, economic and
Four persons died in
production Northern Ireland in 1972
developments are wat- when the Irish
ched closely by USDA Republican Army launanalysts and private ched its first rocket atobservers for indica- tacks in Ulster.

ur cooling costs.
It's a breeze.
It's simple Turn your air-conditioner off, open your
windows, and enjoy the breeze This time of year.
natural ventilation can practically cool your home for
for free
free That's right
An on warmer days. use a fan It still costs much less
to operate than your air-conditioner So open up your
windows, and enjoy the savings It's a breeze

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
for your money.

West Kentucky
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Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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When you're double-cropping soybeans
after wheat, you want long-lasting control of
grasses. You want Dual.' Because Dual lasts
longer to control tough grasses better. Grasses
like crabgrass. fall panicum. signalgrass.
barnyardgrass and even yellow nutsedge.
And you want Dual because it could cost
less per treated acre in no-till. In fact, if you
check the cost with your chemical dealer
you'll probably find that Dual costs less per
acre than what you've been using.

But one of the most important reasons
you want Dual is because it works so well surface applied, or incorporated in a single pass.
Dual will stay put on the straw and soil surface
for several days until the rains come And
then it will wash off the wheat straw to give
you safe, long-la-sting control. Isn't that the
kind of control you want for your double-crop
soybeans? Of.cotlrse it is. That's why you
want Dual • N.

IONGERIASTING
The People Who Ming You Electricity
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Albritton, Moss, Wagner win state track and field titles
Three local track
athletes brought home
individual champion•
ships in the state track
and field competitions
at Lexington Saturday.
Murray High's Tommy Wagner won the
Class A 400 meter race
and both Todd Albritton
and Amberly Moss of
Calloway County won
the Class AA boys and
girls high jump titles.
Wagner, a senior, ran
a 50.19 to outdistance
the state 400 field with
ease. He led a contingent of four Murray'
High athletes who also
garnished a Second, a
third and a fourth place
in other events.
Albritton. also a
senior, won the Class
AA boys high jump by
clearing 6-6, which was
the same height he
cleared to win the
Substate meet a week
ago in Owensboro.

‘rliberl%
state (la... AA
girls High Jump Chain'

His Lady Laker
counterpart, Moss, won
the girls, state crown by
clearing 5-4 which was
two inches better than
her closest competition.
MOss is only a
sophomore and also was
the substate's best
jumper.
The other Lakers
competing _in the state
meet were senior Darrell Harris and junior
laarry Knight while
freshnjan Marcia
Grimes was the other
Lady Laker
representative.
Murray High had
senior George Moore
entered in two events
and he finished second
in a photo finish in the
,Class A 800 meter run.
His 1:58.79 c
i\c
3ocking was
his persona est in that
event. In the 1600 meter
run he was running second when he stumbled
and fell on the clirve in
the third lap.

Ihrittori
state (la'.'. %
It() s High 'lump Champion

Defending state high
jump champ Mark Boggess, a senior, finished
third behind J.B. Brown
of Fort Knox who set a
new state record by
clearing 6-10 4. Boggess cleared 6-4, which
was his winning height
in the substate, but was
edged by St.Mary's Don
Overstreet who cleared
6-6.
Boggesi won the state
title as a junior
clearing 6-6.
Murray:s youngest
entry in the state,
sophomore Jason Bill- .
ington, placed fourth in
the 3200 meter run with
his personal best time of
10.01.
As a team Murray
High scored 28 points,
good enough for sixth
place overall.

by

LEXINGTON. My I API - Here
are the learn standings from Saturday's championship events in the
Kentucky boys and girls high school
*.rack meet at the Shively Sports
Center .on the Unlvetalty of Ken.
tucky campus.
Class AAA
Bon
i Shelby Co 58; 2. Lea. Latibette
41. 3 Lou. Eastern $8; 4 Lou. Iroquois 37; 5. Bryan Station 34. 6.
Madison Central 34: 7. St. Xavier 29;
Lou Moore 22; O. Lou Trinity. 21.
10 -tie. Pleasure Ridge Park. Lou,
Ballard 18
. Girls
I. Lou. Ballard 76; 2. Bryan Station 40. 3 Shelby Co. 32, 4. Lou Male
25,5 Lou Eastern 24; 6. Oldham Co
22.7 Lou. Doss 20: 8..tie Lou. Atherton. Lex. Lafayette. Boyd Co. IS
Ciao AA
Boys
1. Pad. Tilghman 80. 2. Bowling
Green 56. 3 Franklin Co. 45.4. Mid.
dlesboro 40: 5 Scott Co. 25: 6. Ft.
Thomas Highlands 20; 7.-tie Coy
Catholic, Mason 'Co 18
Grayson
Co 17; 10.41eaBarren Co.. Danville
15.

Gins .
Danville 56. 2.-tie Franklin Co..
- Harrison Co. 40, 4. Vi:hdesburg 36;.
5 .tle Clay Co.. L,ogan Co 30. 7 Conner 28; 8. Pad. Tilghman 23. 9 Ohio
Co 20: 10 Union Co. 19
ClaSs A
Boys
1. Fort Knox 61: 2. Fort Campbell
40. 3 Bardstown 36, 4 *shop
Bossart 33; 5. Hancock Co 30: 6.
Murray 28. 7. Trigg Co. 27; 8.-tie
Berea, Lox Catholic 26; 10 Ludlow
24.
Girls
1 Bellevue 52; 2.-tle Fort Campbell. Bath Co. 44; 4 Erlanger St.
Henry 40. 5. Frankfort 28. 6 Richmond Madison 27; 7. Bullitt East 26:
8 Walton.Verona 20. 9 Trigg Co. 19:
10 LaRue Co. 17

sT VII: TIGERS - Tommy Wagner (kneeling second from right) led a four-man
Murray High contingent in the state Class A track and field meet at Lexington. Wagner
on the PIO meter run while his
teammates George Moore (far left) placed second itLthr_lifilitneter run,
Jason Billington -placed fourth in
the 3200 meter run, and lark Rogge,4s (far right) place third in the high
jump. Coach ot the 'Storni)
High track team is Jimmy Harrell.

First Region tennis reign ends,
Stout-Parker toppled in finals
The end of an era in
First Region tennis
came to a close with a
titanic/struggle - but in
the end, the champions
had fallen.
Robert Stout and
Shawn Parker, the
epitome of boys doubles
in the First Region,
were finally knocked off
their course for a return
to the state tournament
this year. Last year the
duo from Murray High
finished second in the
state.

"I was very proud of
the way both teams
played and both deserved to go to the state,"
Shelton added. "Routon
had that big serve that
you need in a doubles
team and we just made
too many mistakes that
allowed Routon and
Krag to make a
comeback."
Stout and Parker had
a 5-1 advantage in the
first set, but the
Tilghman duo reeled off
seven straight games
and won the tiebreaker
in the second set to win
the title.

This year a new team
- Nathan Routon and
Ulrik Krag of Paducah
The Tilghman victory
Tilghman - will make
ended a state streak for
the trip to Lexington.
Routon and Krag both Murray High
scored a hairline vic- players - Stout, a
tory, 7-5, 7-6, in Satur- senior, had gone to the
day's regional cham- state tourney each of the
pionship match at Mur- last three years, his
ray State to earn the freshman year with
right to advance to the Russell Edwards; and
Parker, a junior, had
state. -gone with Stout the last
According to MHS two times as the First
Coach Jerry Shelton,"It Region doubles
was the greatest display representative.
of tennis I've ever
In other First Region
seen."
tournament action,

Marshall County's Mike
Adams, the No.2 seed,
won the boys singles
championship with a
6-4, 6-2, triumph over
Mayfield's Bart
Whitnell, the No.7 seed.
In the girls tourney
the doubles title also included a Murray High
:duo - top-seeded Liz
Oakley and Mel Jackson
- but the second-seeded
pair from Christian
County, Shannon Haines
and Jenny Fritz, pulled
off a three-set upset, 0-6,
6-3, 6-4,
Ellen Hogancamp,
Murray High's best
showing in the singles,
advanced to the
semifinal round before
losing in three sets to
Kelly Haskins of Heath,
7-5, 5-7, 6-3. Last year
Hogancamp made it to
the quarterfinals before
bowing out.
Haskins eventually
lost in the singles championship to Lone Oak's
Cathy Thweatt, the No.1
seed, 4-6, 7-6, 64.
Bow Modes
Semalloal
Adams (MC) d Allen (CbC) 6-4,

6-3; Whitnell I Mayt d Latham
ChC I 7-6. 6-1
Championship
Adams d WhItnell 6-4. 6-2
Girls Singles
Third Round
Thweatt ILO. d Onwy Che) 6-0.
6-1. Smith t May d Greene 4MHS,
6-0. 6-1: Hogancamp 1MHS
d
Whaley (L0' 7-5, 6.2. Haskins
Heath' d Gregory 'PT' 6.2. 6-3
Semifinal Round
Thweatt d. Smith 6-3. 6-4; Haskins
d Hogancamp 7-5, 57. 6.3
Champlotualp
Thweatt d Haskins 4-6. 7-6. 6-1
Boys Doubler
Semifinal Round
Stput.Parker
MRS d Prince
Simmons I LO
Routon•Krag d
Duncan•Harwood I IA
Championship
Ftouton.Krag d Stout-Parker 7.5
7-6

Girls Doubles
Second Round
Haines-Fritz iChC d Fost9uSarr
MHS 7-5, 6-3, Moses-Stacey 1 Reid
d. Bush-Bull Lyon . Shannon-Akin
LO 4 d Graham -Stratton I May 43-2.
6-2, Rutland-Scanlon I Heath
d
Glassco•Heath !Cat'r 6-1, 6-3, Pugh
Wilkins I HeidI d. Brown-Patterson
Heath
7-6. 6-2. Jonis-Trabue
ChC Brantley-Brantley I LO 6.2,
6-3, Marquardt-Boaz I CaCi d
Nelson.Beardon I WHop) 6-2, 6.0.
Jackson-Oahley (MI-M..11 -Yates
Oliver Cald 6-0, 6-0
Third Round
Haines•Fritz d
Moses-Stacey
Shannon-Akin d Rutland•Scanion
Jones•Trabue d
Pugh.V.$1k ins.
Jackson.Oakley d Marquardt-Boaz
Semifinal Round
Haines-Fritz d Shannon -Akin 6.1
6.2, Jackson -Oakley d
Jones•
Trabue 6-3. 6-7. 6-2.
Ilamplonditp
Haines•Frits d Jackson -Oakley.
0-6, 6-4, 6.3

Rain shortens Belles-Beaux to single day

Why are these extra minutes
so important to your vision?
••

The personal attention you enjoy at Southern Optical is
more than just a courtesy Proper fit is a critical factor in
how well your prescription works. Helping you select the
right frames and making careful measurements to position
the lenses Optical centers perfectly'takes a little extra
tirne So does custom -fitting the finished pair until they
rest at exactly the right angle to your line of vision,and feel
so comfortable you hatidly know you have them on.
When you're with one of our opticians. you'll get all the
individual attention the finest eyecare demands And
when that makes you
more confident and at ease-like
you're the only customer in the store-that's another
special advantage of the extra minutes Southern Optical
spends with you

tee;
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Sunday's rain spoiled
the second day of the
Belles and Beaux golf
tournament at Oaks
Country Club So the winners were determined
from Saturday's single
round.
David and Linda
Brann of Fulton successfully defended their
1983 title by winning the
championship flight
with a 65 - five strokes
better than the runnerup couple.
Jerry and Vicki
McLeary, also of
Fulton, and ,Eddie and
Judy Cultra of Union City both shot 70s to win
second and third place,
respectively.

D&W Auto
Supply

Your real value in better vision.
£41

512 S. 12th Murray
753-4563
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and Shirley Hendricks,
78; Joe and Jimmie
Montgomery, 78; Alan
Cothran and Tabetha
Johnson, 79.
Fourth Flight - Dave
and Bee Severns, 81;
Tim and Libby Hays,
81; Jerry Wade and
Tracy Graves, 81;
Perry and Gwynn Petty,
81; Sam Spiceland and
Liz Slushmeyer, 81,
Fifth Flight - J.B.
and Polly Buchanan,84;
Wes and Keresa Bradford, 84; Bill and Carla
Kobler, 84; Sam Jones
and Faira Alexander,
84.

GE ..pon..or. ()11 inpir bam.ball

MONROE V.I.P.
SHOCK SALE

$7.95

(kw

Eyorivear• Contact ...rinses
Crympc Plaza Shopp•ng Ce
,ter 1-1.qhw8
'530422

winners included:
First flight - Ike and
Dot Arnold, 74; Hal and
Mary Hunter, 74; Alan
and Mary Jane Parks,
74; Bob and Wanda
Brown, 74; Rudell and
Elizabeth Parks, 75.
Second Flight - Joe
Pat and Sue Lamb, 76;
Lye and Dot Cannon, 76;
Herschel and Gerry
Hiller, 76; Bill and Polly
The fourth and fifth Seale,' 7 6 ; Mark
place teams both shot Waldrop and terri
71s with the tiebreaker Lamb, 77.
going to Bill and Micky
Third Flight Blackburn over Homer Charles and Sue Taylor,
Branch and Mary Bain. 78; Charles and Nancy
The tiebreaker for all Caldwell, 78; Charles
flights was a scorecard
eountback.
The other flight prize

Each

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - General Electric Co.'s Major Appliance Business Group,
based In Louisville, is
sponsoring what it
hopes will become the
next official Olympic
event - baseball.
Local GE officials and
baseball enthusiasts
believe the team's June
11-15 training camp will
add to Louisville's fever
for America's national
pastime.
The team's 33-city,
40-game tour to prepare
for the Olympics will
kick off with an exhibition game against the
Louisville Redblvels at

Cardinal Stadium on
June 17.
Baseball has never
been part of the Olympics, but it will be
played at the Summer
Games in Los Angeles
on a trial basis. The
country that hosts the
Olympics is allowed to
choose two demonstration sports for consideration as additions
to the Games.
Tryouts were held in
Louisville earlier this
year. The team, consisting mostly of college
students, has been trimmed to 44 players and
the final 30 will be
selected-zoon.
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Ray Mears triumphs at Indianapolis 500,
sets new speed record in second victory
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) — The biggest problem Rick Mears had all
day was finding Victory
Lane.
He overshot it.
Not surprising, considering he spent Sunday setting a speed
record in his second In
dianapolis 500 victory.
He won it in 1979,
when he -was just 27
years old. The past two
years he had come close
— oh, so close — to winning it again.
In 1982, in the closest
finish ever in the 68-race
history of this Memorial
Day spectacle, he came
in second behind Gordon
Johncock, .16 of a facond, an'Oye-blibk shy&
a checkered nag.
Last year he was
about 22 seconds from
the finish line when Tom
Sneva crossed it, and
barely 10 seconds
behind runnerup Al
Unser Sr.
This time, though,
Mears led for 114 of the
200 laps and had the
race in his hip pocket,
thanks to a broken
universal joint that
knocked Sneva, the

Only 14 of 33 starters
were running when
Mears crossed the thin
strip of bricks, the finish
line which symbolizes
the old, unpaved surface, with his red-gloved
fist thrust skyward ill
celebration.
After the traditional
victory lap around the
2%-mile Indianapolis
Motor Speedway, accepting the cheers of 400,000
fans, Mears swept into
Pit Road, headed for
Victory Lane, turned
left — and missed it.
His exultant crewmen
leaped all over Mears'
bright yellow MarchCosworth, backed it up,
then pushed it up the
ramp where kisses,
hugs, milk, beer, a
wreath and adulation
awaited him.
By then, rookie
Roberto Guerrero of
Colombia, who came to
Indy by way of Formula
One racing, had stepped
from his car the runnerup, ahead of Unser,
who claimed he actually
had finished second.
Two more rookies, Al
Holbert and Michael Andretti, finished fourth

Mears ‘s ins
checkered flag
at IiuI 300

record-breaking polesitter, out of competition with 32 to go. When
he dropped out, Sneva
was running a close second and had his sights
set on becoming only the
fourth driver to win two
in a row.
From then until the
end, Mears coasted — at
202 mph no less."a con1fortable pace," he said
— to his record of
163.621 mph, surpassing
the 162.962 set a dozen
years ago by the late
Mark Donohue..
The byword of this
year's indY wa.6 speed,
so much so that Sneva
was even more emphatic than usual in his
call for a hall to the
estalating numbers.
"We don't need to go
this fast," he had said

after a weekend of
crash-marred qualifying in which he had won
the pole at record speed.
"Last year it was the
legs which were injured.
This year it's the heads
— and heads don't heal
as quickly as legs."
There were only two
race -day crashes.
Patrick Bedard sustain'ad a concussion and
broken jaw and
Johncock suffered a
fractured ankle.
There were several
other mishaps, mostly
spinouts, stalls and the
like. For the most part,
though, it was blown
engines or gremlins of
one sort or another
which sent one sleek,
colorful machine after
another back to
Gasoline Alley.

Jabbar, Lakers give Celtics headache
in first-round game of NBA title, series
BOSTON (AP) —
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
ignored a migraine
headache. The Los
Angeles Lakers shook
off fatigue. And Kevin
McHale shook his head
as he tried to explain the
Boston Celtics' shaky
start.
"Maybe I should get
hung over before the
next game and get a
headache if I can play
like that," McHale,
Boston's top scorer with
25 points, said of AbdulJabbar's game-high 32.
"Maybe we can pick up
a scrimmage game with
New York on Tuesday to
keep us sharp."
Los Angeles had just
one day between the end
of its Western Conference final Friday
night in Phoenix and the
start of the National
Basketball Association
championship series
here Sunday afternoon.
But the Lakers bolted
out of the blocks and
raced to a 115-109 victory and a 1-0 series lead
over the Celtics, who
hadn't played since
wrapping up the
Eastern Conference
crown Wednesday
night.
"We were definitely
tired," said Earvin
Johnson, who had 18
points for the Lakers on
a court where he had
played just once this
season. "You get to play
on strange courts so
many times you just
come out and play."
"Our rhythm carried
over from the last

game," said James
Worthy, whose 20 points
helped the Leiters hand
Boston its first home
loss in 10 playoff games
this season. "It's- just
one day off and we just
kept going. It was just
like the regular season
where you have a game
and travel the next day.
I think our adrenalin
was still flowing."
For the Celtics, who
are home for Thursday
night's second game of
the best-of-seven series,
it seemed to be
trickling.
"We just came out a
little lax . . We were
just rusty," said
Boston's Cedric Maxwell. "We had a chance
to rest and read about
how good we were."
Los Angeles didn't
wait long to show it was
better Sunday.
Trailing 4-3, the
Lakers reeled off 17 of
the next 19 points to
grab a 20-6 lead. The
spurt, keyed by excellent shooting and
their running game,
stretched to 27-8 as the
Lakers built a 30-12
bulge with 3:16 left in
the first quarter.
Abdul-Jabbar, the
37-year-old center who
had 13 points in the
Lakers' 99-97 victory
over Phoenix Friday
night, had eight of those
27 points and 13 in the
first period. He made 12
of 17 field-goal attempts
in the game.
All that from a man
who woke up at 6 a.m.
with a migraine
headache and who
showed up at Boston
Garden one hour before
game time.
"I said, 'why now',"
when he awoke with his
first migraine since
August, he said. "It
wouldn't have kept me
out of the game, but it's
hard to play with that
pain."
He said he got the
BELGRADE, headache after sleeping
Yugoslavia (AP) — The
Congolese news agency
AC! Monday suggested
that alleged inclusion of
white South African
athletes on the British
team could jeopardize
participation of Afriean
teams in the Los
Angeles Summer
Olympics.
By Monday, 12 communist countries had
We'd like to have the opporpulled out Olympic
tunity to show you what we
mean with quality protecGames in a boycott led
tion and service Call us
by the Soviet Union.
today.
"The disguised participation of South
African sportsmen
could cause African
countries to refuse to
take part in the
Games," said the
Brazzaville -dated
Den McNutt
report, ciculated in the r
Southside
Court Sq.
pool of agencies from
753-4451
non-aligned countries
and monitored here. It /I State Auto
Insuroneo
.
gave no attribution for
Compersiee
the Eeport

Africans
threaten
Olympic
boycott
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with a crooked neck on seven final series conSaturday's flight here. frontations, trailed 34-22
He decided to rest in- after one quarter as the
stead of go to the game Lakers hit 73 percent of
with his teammates. their shots.
When he arrived at the
"The first qatitter
arena at noon., team was .the finest we've
trainer Jack Curran ever played," said Los
snapped his vertebrae Angeles Coach Pat
Riley.
back into place.
At game's end, Larry
"I wanted to smile,
but I was afraid it would Bird had 24 points.
sneak back on me," said
Despite the victory,
Abdul-Jabbar. "But the Earvin Johnson said,
longer I waited the bet- "we're not in the
ter it felt."
driver's seat. We just
Boston, which has have one game and
beaten the Lakers in all that's it."

and fifth. All of them
finished 198 laps, one
more than A.J. Foyt,
this race's only fourtime winner.
It was Foyt's 27th
start. It just may be his
last. A.J., who has never
before expressed any
reservations about
returning, did Sunday
after his seventh successive non-winning
start.
"I ain't gonna lie
about it. I really don't
know," Foyt said when
someone asked whether
he's be back in '85. "I
hoped we'd have finished better this year. I
really don't know..
Teo Fabi, the winner
of the pole position last
year, his first at Indy,
couldn't wait to make
this his last one. When
his car stalled at the
head of Pit Road in his
105th lap, he got out and
walked away in disgust.
Dismayed, his
crewmen pleaded with
him to get back in the
cockpit. He did — but
they couldn't get the
engine to restart. That,
he decided, was that He
got out for good, muttering, "I race to win, not
just to finish."
At the other end of the
emotional spectrum
was Mears.
"I'm really tickled. I
believe I'm more excited about this second
race than I was about
the first one I won. At
that time, I was too
young to realize what I
had done," he said.
— Sneva, trying to
become the first driver
to win successive Indys
since Unser did it in
1970-71, started first, led
the pack on occasion,
and was never further
back than fifth before
maybe $600 worth of
rods and flanges fell
apart, wiping out his
shot at maybe $400,000
worth of prize money.
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5-1 lead before losing six
straight games and
forfeiting the match.
Jaeger, from Largo,
Fla., said an injury to
her right arm prevented
her from carrying on.
"The longer! played,
the worse it got
especially on service. It
was stupid to ruin my
arm for one match," she
told reporters.
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Jaeger, 19 next week,
said the injury began
four weeks ago in South
Africa and that because
of it, she had to skip the
women's Italian Open in
Perugia last week.
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Basketball

llajor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L Rd
Detroit
311
.614
Toronto
31
14
WS
Baltimore
06 21
543
Milwaukee
20 23
4116
Boston
20 28 .435
New York
19 25
432
Cleveland
14
M
181
WEST DIVISION
California
24 24
500
Minnesota
23 24
410
Seattle
21 24
480
Oakland
22 25
448
Chicago
21
25
457
Kansas City
18 24
429
Texas
19 27
4.111

Detroit at Oakland, t n
Baltimore at Seattle, In
GB
—
5
11%
15
164
18%
18%
—
%
%
1%
2
3
4

Saturday's Games
Toronto 2. Cleveland 1
/Anal/not& 7, Milwaukee 6
Kansas City 11. Boston 7
Baltimore 9. California 5
New York 8. Oakland 4
Chicago 5. Texas I
Seattle 9. Detroit 5
Sunday's Games
Toronto 6, Cleveland 1, 1st game
Toronto 6. Cleveland 5, 2nd game
Boston 6, Kansas City 0
Milwaukee 5, Minnesota 4
Texas 11, Chicago 3
Baltimore 8, California 0
Oakland 7, New York I
Seattle 6. Detroit 1
Monday's Games
Minnesota Viola 4-5 ) at Boston
o Brown I-5)
Toronto (Clancy 4.3; at Chicago
Hoyt 3.6;
New York ( Rasmussen 1-01 at
California (John 3-3)
Kansas City (Gum 5-2) at Texas
(Tanana 5-41. In)
Detroit (Monis 9-1) at Oakland
(Codiroll 041.
Baltimore (Davis 4-1) at Seattle
oSeattle 3-5).(n)

Tuesday's Genres
Milwaukee at Cleveland.(n )
Minnesota at Boston. (rii
Tottinto at!Chicago. tom
Kansas City at Texas. In
New York at California, I n

NATIONAL UAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pet GS
Chicago
28
111
501 —
Philadelphia 25
19
548
1
New York
22
19
537 2%
Montreal
24
21
533 2%
St Louis
22 25
448 514
Pittsburgh
17 24
415 714
WEST DIVISION
San Diego
24
21
533 —
Los Angeles
26 23
531 —
Cincinnati
24
22
522
%
Atlenta
23 22
511
I
Houston
19 26
422 5
San Francisco 16 28
11114
714
Saturday's Game*
Atlanta?. St. Louis 3
New York 2. Los Angeles 1
Cincinnati 7. Chicago 6
Philadelphia 7. San Diego 2
Montreal 4. San Francisco 2
Houston 2. Pittsburgh 0

Sunday's Carnes
Montreal 6. San Francisco 2
Los Angeles 3, New York 2
San Diego 4. Philadelphia 0
St. Louis 12. Atlanta 9
Cincinnati 4. Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 2, Houston 1
Monday** Games
San Diego (Show 5-31 at New
York (Darling 3-3)
Cincinnati (Russell 2-5
at
Chicago (Sanderson 4-1)
San Francisco (Davis 2-5( at
Philadelphia ICI.rltOn 2-31. (n)
Los Angeles Valensuela 4-51 at
bfpntreal (Rogers 2-2). In)
St. Louis (Forsch 0-4) at Atlanta
(Falcone 2-5
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 4-4i at
Houston (Ruhle 0-1 in;

Tuesday's Games
Lou Angeles at Montreal. In,
San Diego at New York. on
San Francisco at Philadelphia.
In)
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, o n)
Chicago at Atlanta. In;
St. Louis at Houston, In;

Professional Tennis
DUESSELDORF,
West Germany (AP) John McEnroe
defeated Ivan Lendl
6-3, 6-3 and led the
United States to a 2-1
victory over
Czechoslovakia in the
final of the 7th Ambre
Solaire World Team

Tennis Cup Sunday.
McEnroe, in
devastating form
against Lendl, teamed
up with Peter Fleming
to clinch the tournament by winning the
-crucial doubles match
against Lendl and
Tomas Smid 6-1, 6-2.

I1SFL

United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
W L 7 Pd. PF
Philadelphia
13 1 0 .929 394
New Jersey
10 3 0 .760 321
Pittsburgh
3 11 0 .214 228
Washington
2 12 0 .143 200
12 2 0
Tampa Bay
10 4 0
New °dean,
8 6 0
Memphis
6 8 -0
Jacksonville
4 10 0
WESTERN CONFERENCE

PA
165
217
288
367

857
.714
.571
.426
286

418
178
276
253
255

220
284
304
324
174

Central
Houston
Michigan
Oklahoma
San Antonio
Chicago
Denver
Los Angeles
Arisorui
Oakland

9
7
6
5
.4
Pic&
8
7
6
5

NSA CHAMPIONSHIP
Most al0~1
11•Man vs Las Anvils
Sunday. May 27
Los Angeles 115. Boston if* los
Angeles leads series 1m
Thursday. May 31
Los Angeles at Boston
Sunday, June 3
Boston at 1..os Angeles
Wednesday. June 6
Boston at Los Angeles
Indy/. June e
Los Angeles at Boston

Sunday. June 10
Boston at Los Angeles
Tuesday, June 12
Los Angeles at Boston

Pro Golf
DUBLIN. Ohlo (API — Top final
scores In the 5500 -000 Memorial
tournament on the 7,164-yard
par-72 Mulrfleld VUtage Golf Club
course ix -won sudden death.
playoff;
x-Jask Nicklaus
49-70-71-70,280
Andy Bean
71-754747-280
Rogerbtaltble
- 70.73.73.67-2x
Payne Stewart
67-75-72-69-283
Chip Bec k
69 72-6541— 282
Hal Sutebn
71-73-73-65-283
Gil Morgan
67-73-74-71-265
Larry Nelson
48-73-75-70--285
Larry Mize
72-73-71-70-265
Mark McCumber 73-75-75-64-287
Bob Murphy
67-73-76-71 — 287
Gary Koch
60-71-73-74-2)'7

HARRISBURG, NC.
(AP) — Bobby Allison
capitalized on Cale
Yarborough's blown
engine 16 laps from the
end Sunday to capture
the 25th World 600
NASCAR Grand National stock car race at
the Charlotte Motor
Speedway.

RunningBUFFALO, N.Y.
(AP) — Pete Pfitzinger
upset Alberto Salazar
with a time of 2 hours 11
minutes, 44 seconds to
win the U.S-. Olympic
Men's Marathon Trials
Saturday.

eekend Roundup

Soutnern

PARIS (AP) — The
$1.8-million French
Open tennis tournament
got off to a dramatic
start today when
American Andrea
Jaeger pulled out of her
first-round match
against compatriot
Jamie Golder after losing the opening set 7-5.
The fourth-seeded
Jaeger had cruised to a

'
1
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SCOREBOARD

Strmingtam

Jaegar ‘srithdras*s from French Open

=m

5
7
8
9
9

0
0
0
0
0

443
500
429
357
308

478
310
217
222
279

336
304
371
270
151

6
7
8
9

0
0
0
0

571
500
429
357

290
252
348
179

322
288
212
280

Friday's Games
Houston 54. Jacksonville 7
Memphis 31. Tampa Bay 21
Denver 27. San Antonio 20
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles 24, Arizona 17
Oakland 17. Oklahoma 14

Sundays Games
BIrrntrigfuun 31. New Orleans 14
Pittsburgh 15. WashUigton
Philadelphia 31, Michigan 13
Monday's Game
New Jersey at Chicago
Friday. June 1
New Orleans at Memphis
Michigan at San Antonio
Saturday. June 2
Jacksonville at Oakland
Chicago at Oklahoma
Sunday, June 3
Houston at Denver
Arizona at Birmingham
Los Angeles at Washington
New Jersey at Tampa Bay
Monday. June 4
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia

A request to my friends and supporters
in the 24 counties of Kentucky's
First Congressional District:

Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

Tomorrow, May 29, is election day
in Kentucky.

(Across from tie First Metinmlist Church)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
We
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Ell
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I seek another 2-year term as your
United States Congressman.
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Please plan to take time tomorrow
to vote. The polls are open from 6 a.m.
until 6 p.m.

.

MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS

4

I ask for your support.

-I

I appreciate the privilege of serving you in the United States
Congress.

/
1
2 Order
$359
Fish Fillets
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499

•
•
•

Please contact me whenever I can be helpful to you.
Thank you,

Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99c With Dinner

Steak & Shrimp
•
Dinner

1

$599

Carroll Hubbard
Member of Congress
First Congressional
District of Kentucky

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, fotato

Country Dinner
Plate

$359

Choice of Meat N' Three Vegetables
‘
c,
Ati

%

Seven Seas
--Restaurant

"
46 Z

Highway 641 North •

Paul for by Ca;rool Hubbard for Compress Common'', Jtm SiNer. T

r Route I. Island. RN 42150

753-4141
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Your Individual Horoscope

Resuming,- drugs Could have killed Kennedy

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 29, 1964

What kind at day will tomor- shouldn't glom over Important
row be? To find out what the details. A family member
stars say, read the forecast talks too much.
given for your birth sign.
VIRGO
I Aug. 2.3 toSept. 22
ARIES
You have a razor-sharp wit
I Mar 21 to Apr 1(4i
, Try to keep your cool. When today, but may be too critical
angered, you're not nearly as A trip' needs further thought.
effective in presenting your Come down to earth regarding
viewpoint. Money may be an romance.
LIBRA
issue today.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.221
TAURUS
You'll meet with some
- (Apr.20to May 20)
-Some of your aspirations resistance regarding money
are beyond attainment. Be moves. Before you get upset,
practical. It's a poor time to listen to what the other party
seek advice on any matter of is saying.
importance.
SCORPIO
GEMINI
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
• May 21 to June 20)
- Others advise you against
Don't tease somebody who hasty actions. Singles may be
can't take it or a row erupts. unsure of their feelings in
Nervous tension is possible romance. Don't jump to connow. You're inclined to seek clusions.
--waysof eseape
SAGITTARIUS
CANCER
-ie
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
31e4r
June 21 to July 22
A handshake is not good
You may make promises enough in business. Insist on
you won't be able to keep. frank discussions about
Social life has its pluses, but money matters. Take nothing
one friend is irritable after for granted.
dark.
CAPRICORN
LEO
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Jaly 23.to Aug. 22 612
A friend can't be-reasoned
Daydreaming impedes con- with now. Keep silent when
centration. What's more, you others are temperamental.

'ffn,

Arl

You may be . Overly: enthusiastic in love.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
PALM BEACH, Fla.
You may be absent-rainded (AP) — The
quantity of
regarding the care of the
Double-check drugs found in the body
household.
locks; don't leave the faucet of David Kennedy is not
considered "unusually
,etc
high" in habitual drug
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
abusers, but could be
Take what an acquaintance fatal to someone who
says with a grain of salt. has been free from
Others may exaggerate.
drugs for some time, an
Those who drop by may keep
expert says.
you from your duties.
A toxicology report
released Friday listed
YOU BORN TODAY will be levels for
three drugs
popular in the public eye. You
have a natural interest in the that killed the 28-yearwelfare of others and are an old son of the late Sen.
ambaisador of good will. Robert F. Kennedy,
Philanthropic interests are found crumpled in his
likely to appeal to you. Your room at a hotel here
charisma brings you success April 25.
in show business and your
The report said tests
keen imagination qualifies
found
cocaine,
you for artistic successes.
Though you can get by without
applying yourself, you should
get.a good education in the
field that appeals to you.-Birth
date of: John F. Kennedy,
U.S.- president; Bob Hope,
Two Kentucky coal
entertainer; and Beatrice
Lillie,comedienne.
miners were killed is
separate accidents, one
In Hopkins County and
the other in Leslie County, authorities reported
over the weekend.
Joseph D. Cox, 52, of
Madisonville, died Friday when he was crushed by a 60 -ton
counterweight as he lay
on.a pile of cross ties at
a Hopkins..County surface mine, officials said.

;Txg.

xv6.

accident occurred at the
Pittsburg and Midway
Coal Mining Co.'s Colonial No. 1 mine at 3:10
CDT, about 5 miles west
of Madisonville.
Thursday. a Leslie
County coal miner with
2% years experience
was killed in a roof fall
accident at Shamrock
Coal Co.'s No. 23 mine at
Chappel.
Roscoe Morgan, 33, of
Stinnett, died en route to
Hopkins County Cor- a hospital after the accioner Tommy Craft said dent, which happened
a cable on the about6 p.m., said Albert
counterweight broke, Alexander, supervisor
causing it to fall on Cox of the state Mines and
and killing him Minerals- Hazard
District.
immediately.
The accident was
MargaretIcar-W00-411-,----witnessed by two peoa spokesperson for the ple, he said.
Department of Mines
Morgan was working
and Minerals, said the as a miner's
helper

MURRAY AUTO PARTS NOW HAS A
NOR,THSIDE STORE AS WELL AS OUR
MAIN STORE AT 605 MAPLE.
FEATURING
QUALITY

Amok

4

WATCH FOR.OUR
GRAND OPENING
COMING SOON!

PARTS

NAPO AT DISCOUNT

PRICES

MaMir

fatal.
"They're within the
abuse range, but not
unusually high," Smith
told The Fort Lauderdale News and SunSentinel in an article
today.
He said it was not
unusual for abusers who
have been drug-free for
some time to lose their
tolerance to drugs and
suffer a fatal overdose if
they resume using the
same amount of drugs
as before.
•
"A lot of people die
like this in a relapse,"
Smith told the
newspaper.
Kennedy had a history

of drug abuse and his
family several times
tried to have him
treated for it.
Heidtman could not be
reached Friday to comment on the significance
of the drug levels found
in Kennedy's body.
Telephone calls to his office and home went
unanswered.
Palm Beach County
Medical Examiner
James Benz was also
out of his office. A
woman who answered
the telephone at his
home said he was not in.
An autopsy report,
released Thursday by
the Palm Beach County

When you're.sick or hurt,you
deserve some old-ftishioned
personal attention...
State Farm for a health insurance program
that's just right for you.

Check with

Jane Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

NORTHSIDE (NEXT TO JOE SMITH'S CARPET)
641 NORTH
NORTH STORE
753-7771
OPEN 7 AM-8 PM
MON-SAT
1 PM-6 PM SUN

•a
Perso al Health In

MAIN STORE
605 MAPLE
753-4424

1.11•IA

re

State Farm

Like a good
neighbor.

state Farm Is there.
wry kkw.ow..ktowooke

»ow, wok r

um.*

about 1,000 feet
underground when the
accident occurred.
Alexander declined to
say what information
had been gathered by
state investigators. A

report will be filed with
Mines and Minerals
Commissioner on Tuesday, he said.
Morgan, the 14th person to die this year in a
Kentucky mining 'elect-

NOW EVERYONE CAN AFFORD TO
DRIVE A NEW CAR OR TRUCK.* *

Taylor Lease Inc. can equip a new Chevrolet or other fine car
to suit almost any budget. Call Gene Buhmann collect for information
on Chevrolets and other makes and models.

The deaths of two
children struck by cars
in separate incidents
has raised the Memorial
Day weekend traffic
death toll to five' in
Kentucky.
State police said
Stephanie Lynn
Wilhoite, 8, of Corinth,
died of head injuries
after she was struck by
a car as she was playing
In grass along the road
at 4:30 p.m. Sunday.
She was hit on Old
Sweet Owen Road about
•three miles east of
Owenton and was taken
to Owen County
HOspital where she died
about 5:25 p.m.
Trooper Jim Mudd of
the La Grange post
reported that the driver,
Larry G. Cobb, 43, of
Owenton, lost control of
his car and ran off the
road, striking the girl.
No charges have been
filed and the accident
remains under
investigation.
Clarence Hill .1.,r„ 7, of

Boone Heights in Knox
County, was _killed when
he tried to cross U.S.
125E, one mile south of
Barbourville, state
police said.
He was struck by
Martha W. Bunch, 34, of
Barbourville, and was
taken to Knox County
General Hospital, where
he died.
The accident is under
investigation and no
charges have been filed.
State police said Lisa
G. Brown, 18, of Calhoun
died when her car and
another auto collided
head-on in Hopkins
County, 6.9 miles east of
Slaughters on Kentucky
138 at 7:35 a.m. Sunday.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)
— The Postal Service
has become more
automated since the
time J.B. VerWeyst
signed on as a mail carrier after World War II,
but he believes there's
still a place for the

Ill, was killed at 11:55
p.m. Friday when the
motorcycle he was driving left Kentucky 987 at
_Smith in Harlan County
and struck a tree. A
passenger on the motorcycle, Larry Shepard,
13, of Smith, was
reported in good condition after treatment at
the Harlan Appalachian
Regional Hospital.
Lonnie Coriey. -67, of
Hawesville died at 8:02
Ran. Friday when the
tractor he was driving
on U.S. 60 in 'Hancock
County was struck from
the rear by a tractor
trailer rig. The accident
scene was 6.3 miles east
of Hawesville.

The driver of the other
The deaths raised the
car, Willie C. Adams
Jr., 45, of Owensboro, state's traffic toll to 236
was reported in serious for the year;•compared
condition at the to 268 fatalities through
Madisonville Medical May 27, 1983.
Seven people lost their
Center.
lives on Kentucky
State police said highways during
14-year -old Danny Memorial Day weekend
Rapier of South' Elgin, last year.

1111111‘ 011111;2,es

small rural post office.
VerWeyst will soon
retires as head of the
Paducah Post Office,
which has jurisdiction
over some of the
smallest post offices in
Kentucky. Tolu, for example, is staffed by a

BUICK RIVIERA

$311 7,5

dent, was married and
had three children.
Ms. Wood said the accident in Hopkins County would also be investigated by the
department.

Weekend traffic deaths now 5

Paducah postmaster set'S

LEASE

state attorney's office
on court order, said
Kennedy's death was an
accident caused by
"combined drug intoxication" from the tranquilizer, painkiller and
cocaine. It also said tiny
marks were found in
Kennedy's groin area,
and pathologists said
the marks may indicate
that Kennedy recently
injected drugs there.
Dr. Charles Wetli,
deputy chief medical examiner for Dade County, said that the use of
the groin area showed
that Kennedy probably
tried to "cover his
trafts."

Two-accidents kill Kentucky coal miners

WE'RE OPEN
—

meperidine and
thioridazine in Kennedy's body. It was-signed by William R. Heidtman Jr., a toxicologist
with the Palm Beach
County Sheriff's
Department.
Meperidine is the
chemical name of the
painkiller Demerol.
Thioridazine is the
chemical name 2ff the
tranquilizer Mellaril.
Dr. David Smith, a
toxicologist and the
founder of the Ashbury
Free Clinic, a drug
treatment center in San
Francisco, said the drug
quantities were significant but not necessarily

part-time postmaster
who might handle only a
small bundle of mail a
day, VerWeyst said.
"But those rural
postmasters do a lot of
other things that people
may not realize," he
(Cont'd on page 11)

Per Month'

Conditioning, Stereo. Cruise. Tilt,
Power Windows, Locks & Seats.
Air

84 FULL SIZE
-..

CHEVROLET 4 DR.

$16627

BUICK ELECTRA

Per Month

.
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1
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rstri,

84 CHEVROLET CELEBRITY
2 DR.

ROM-up

gmagart ar

$26964 Per Month'
Air Conditioning, Stereo, Power Win-

dows & Seats.

175°

Brakes, Autorcatic
T,ansrh ,sS,On, Cloth
-

84 CHEVROLET
CORVETTE

M -771

Per Month'

_

Seats. T,nt Class,
WSW Tires

_

$15717

Per Month'
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'84 FULL SIZE
CHEVROLET PICK-UP

$40393 Per month
84 CHEVROLET
CAVAUER 4 DR.

$ 14861

$157's

Per Month'
8 B'!
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;IfiCtSfrirStoOft
POWel Brakes. Akkiori•dlk

Per Month'

$11 1858 Pirr Month* •
P.lacoa• Trarr,,,,lorl 4 Cylalder
4
Eng.ne Disc Front Brakes. Radial Taes"
'84 CHEVROLET
S-10 PICK-UP
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CHRYSLER NEW YORKER 5th AVE.

—

CD

—

$29896 Per Month'

**With Approved Credit
*Plus Title, Tax & Registration

*Based On 48 Month Closed
End Lease, 15,000 Miles/Year

*Effective until May 31, 1984

TAYLOR LEASE INC.
U.S. 641 S. (Across from Uncle Jeff's)
Murray, Ky. 42071

502-753-2614

If

Come on down
to Dwain Taylors
Corral!
Every Car in the Corral is Priced
at $1900°° or Below.
All prices are on the windshield. Come
on down and rope yourself a bargain.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
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•••••••••••••••-•—
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Charles Clark dies Fritla%
Charles E. Clark, 67,
died Friday at 2:30 p.m.
at a rest home in Aberdeen, Wash. He had
retired eight years ago
after being employed
for 25 years by Boeing
Aircraft.
His wife, Mrs.
Christine White Clark,
died in 1982. He was a
member of a Methodist
Church.
Born March 11, 1917,
in Marshall County, he
was the son of the late
C.A. Clark and Mae

Ross Clark.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Dale
(Joyce) Lyski, Aberdeen; four sons, Charles
Clark, Jr., Carson City,
Nev., Donnie Clark,
Jimmy Clark and Steve
Clark, all of Seattle,
Wash.; 1 0
grandchildren.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Lorene
Ellis, Murray, and Mrs.
Irene Lawrence, Lynn
Grove; one brother,
Kenneth Clark, New
Concord.
Funeral and burial
services will be Tuesday
In Sumner, Wash.

The funeral for Mrs.
Edna Nelson is today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Smith Funeral Home,
Smithland.

Mrs. Doris Elizabeth
Irby, 57, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
died Saturday at 2 p.m.
at the Community
Hospital there.

The Rev. Wayne
Carter is officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Edmonds Cemetery
there.

Born May 10, 1927, in
Pennsylvania, she was
the daughter of the late
William Neesom and
Susan Nace Neesom.
Mrs. Nelson, 82,
Mrs. Irby was a
Smithland, died Satur- retired
employee of the
•
day at noon at the
Graves County Health
Western Baptist
Department.
Hospital, Paducah.
She is survived by her
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Mona husband, James Irby;
Lou Wolfe, Smithland; one daughter, Mrs.
one stepdaughter, Mrs. Carol Doyle, Phoenix,
Rebith Edmonds, Ariz.; two sons, Walter
Paducah; three Janney, Murray, and
Services for Mrs. Lila
brothers, Hubert Gass Steve Janney, Phoenix;
A. Kondratko were Sunof Murray, Robert Gass one brother, Robert Lee
day at 2 p.m. in the
Neesom, Perkasie, Pa.;
Final rites for Quit- 'of Hampton and James
chapel of J.H. Churchill
three
grandchildren.
Gass
of
Madisonv
ille.
Funeral Home. The mon Herndon are today
Twelve grandMemorial services
Rev., Falvin Wilkins at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill children, 28 great- will be Tuesday at 2
officiated.
Funeral Home.
grandchildren and p.m. in the chapel of
Pallbearers-were T.J.
The Rev. Eugene several nieces and Byrn Funeral Home,
Underwood, John Trot..--Clark and the Rev. Lon- nephews also survive.
Mayfield. The Rev, Al
ter, Buddy Bucknie Perigo are ofCobb and the Rev.
ingham, Ed Jolly, Dan
ficiating. Mrs. Oneida
James Thorpe will
Poyner and W.L. Polly.
The London Times
White is organist.
officiate.
Burial was in the Elm
was first printed by
Pallbearers are DenThere - will be no
Grove Cdmetery.
nis G. Herndon and steam power in 1814.
visitation.
Mrs. Kondratko, 73,
Michael T. Herndon, his
820 North 20th St., died
two sons, Carl Darnell,
Friday at 7:25 p.m. at
Charles Rogers, Ray
Murray-Calloway CounHendon and Estel
ty Hospital. Her husCharlton.
band, 'Paul J. KonBurial will follow in
dratko, died in 1944.
the
Murray Memorial
She had retired as a
Gardens.
seamstress for UniverMr. Herndon, 73, Rt.
sal Carpet. Born Sept.
1, Farmington, died
16, 1910, in Calloway
Thursday at his home.
County, she was the
His wife, Mrs. Helen
daughter of Mae WilkerRogers Herndon, died
son Williams and the
Dec. 15, 1983.
late Horace Williams.
He is survived by his
Survivors are one son,
two sons; two sisters,
Michael P. Kondratko
Mrs. Lucille Kimbro
and wife, Rosemary,
1984 Chevrolet
and Mrs. Hilda Gentry;
and two grandchildren,
one brother, Brian
Cavalier Convertible
Robert and Michael
.Herndon; four
Kondratko, Farmer
Now In Stock
grandchildren.
Avenue; her mother,
Mrs. Mae Williams, and
one sister, Mrs. Albert
(June) Crider, 414 South
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Ninth St..; one niece,
,.,an,,.
stumps up
We
Mrs. Kathy Crider
to 24 below the ground.
Long, Benton; a special
435 4303 or 035 0319.
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
friend, George Cierpal,
Detroit, Mich.

kondratko
rites held
on Sundm

ites today
at chapel for
11r. Herndon

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I AP) — A newspaper ad
Offering fans of musician Michael Jackson a
chance to get tickets to
his upcoming nationwide tour has some officials puzzled.
Bill Humphrey, a
spokesman for Rupp
Arena in Lexington,
where Jackson is supposed to kick off his
summer tour June 22,
said tour officials hadn't
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Save longs
$60 'Iuu• T3eg
7
259.95

Save on All Our Color
Computer Software

25%
Off*

Don't miss this chance to update your software library! Everything from exciting computer games to fun learning programs. Save
on word processing, budget management
and problem-Solving software, too!
'Does not apply to sale-priced merchandise

C.1.1.1111410

•

USE YOUR

Iladwithie•
Ctn.—
VIVO

179.95

• TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

Save 515 Electronic
200-in-1 Project Kit
14 Science Fair'

Cut
33%

year/50,000 mile
Protection Plan.
5 years or 50.000 miles.
whichever comes first Limited
warranties on engine power
train and outer body rustthrough Deductible applies and
the plan excludes leases See
your dealer for details Aries K
protection is protection you
don't get from any other car in
its class.

128-Page Lab Manual With
Easy-to-Follow Instructions

tUse EPA est for comparison
Your mileage may wary depending
on speed weather and trip lenOth
Highway mileage probably lower

By Radio Shack

Hurry!
Sale End
5/31/84

Half
[Price

Connect up to fouf Program Paks or other devices
to your computer at once!
Play repeatedly without
changing setup or car179.95 tridges. 126-3024

899164

3-Way Speaker in
Genuine Walnut Veneer
Optimus'

• 4" Open-Back Midrange
• 2,/2" Tweeter
Midrange radiates sound off
wall and bacI5 into listening
area. 25 x14 x107 #40-2041

Dual-Cassette
Telephone Answerer
DUOFONE TAD-210 by Radio Shack

Save
$10
2995 7995
Reg. 44.95
Reg. 89.95

Build a radio, telegraph, digital timer, organ,
more! With 7-segment LED, two integrated circuits and meter. Easy, safe and solderless.
#26-249 Batteries extra

IIII ISMS MI al
SIN 11111111111111

Handy Color Computer
Multi-Pak Interface

Save Half Price
Reg.
95 159.95
$60
Each
Each
Powerfu
•
l
12"
Woofer
11995
Reg.

rear fader; bass and treble controls. DIN-size
chassis fits many dashes. #124904

The suggested retail price of
the automatic transmission is
$439' Come on in and make your
best birthday deal

Includes Two
Programming Manuals

-50 by Realistic

24-watt oi4,1pLit for awesome autosound! Front/

EPA

604 South 12th Street Murray 753-7114

Sale Ends,.
5/31/84

Hurry!
Sale Ends
5/31/84

By Realistic

30%
Off
6
95
Reg. 9.95

Never Needs Batteries
Powered by any kind of light, indoors or out!
Handy 4-key memory, auto-constant, square
root and percent-keys. 8-didit LCD. With carry'
case. *66-904

AN
AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

Hurry!

TV not
included

fessional computing system. Write
your own programs, create detailed
color graphics or use our Program
Pak" cartridges to play games, do
word processing, and more! #26-3127

1111131111111111

MURRAY DATSUN
CHRYSLER — DODGE

fice's 160 workers also
have made such "odd"
deliveries as chickens
and bees.
"The bees in the
parcels still attract bees
from the OUtslde- So
we've still gots,a problem
with bees on the outside
of cartons.- he laughed.
Van Weyst said he will
leave Paducah for Lexington to help . run
family lawn care
business,

Typewriter-Style Keyboard

;2345618

est
mpgt

"This is not the way
the ticket dtstribution is
going to be handled,"
said FBI agent Torn
Kneir, adding that•people should be cautious
about giving out their
credit card numbers
over the phone.

Start programmit today with this pro-

EC-406 by Radio Shack

41 29
HURRY: TAKE DELIVERY BY JUNE 30th.

ticket sales for events,
and until the details of
the contract with
Jackson are worked out,
no tickets are available.

Radio Shack

Solar-Powered
Card-Size Calculator'

est
hwy

Meanwhile,
authorities, including
the FBI, are trying to
determine whether the
offer is legitimate.
"If this thing is
legitimate, we certainly
don't know anything
about it," said Bill
Pickett, vice president
for operations of the
Lexington Center Corp.,
which runs the arena.
Pickett said the arena
generally handles all

TRS-80® 64K Color Computer 2

Savings on 2-door,
4-door or Wagon.

NOW! FREE AUTOMAIIC TRANSMISSIONS
FROM THE FACTORY TO US.
WE'LL PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU!

fir

ALL STORES OPEN MEMORIAL DAY WHERE PERMITTED

cm-I& AM/FM Cassette
With Dolby*B NR

DODGE ARIES •
K Clill
DISCOUNTS!

it

SPECTACULAR

•

REVOLUTIONARY BIRTHDAY SAVINGS:' -"Pk

IN, 1 914l'U.I

ache thaeii

BIRTHDAY CREM•
AT•ION
.40 •
3 II-

authorized any sort of
ticket sales for the
concerts.
But an ad in Sunday's
Courier -Journal
beckons fans to get their
ticket orders in by calling a toll-free telephone
number and giving their
MasterCard or Visa
credit card numbers.
The man who placed
the ad said the ticket offer doesn't promise
anyone any tickets.

(Cont'd from page 10)
said. "They help people,
When VerWeyst first pie didn't even
bother to
especially the elderly, worked for the postal
pick it up," he said.
with filling out forms for service 35 years
ago,
Nowadays, if the
their Social Security or nothing was suppose
d to weather is too severe,
veterans benefits.
stop mail carriers — not rural carriers
don't
"They read letters to even the deep and drifcirculate.
people and even write ting snow of _Wiscons
in, • "The emphasis now is
them. They fill out their where he
began his on safety
money orders. They "career.
' VerWeyst said.
know when elderly peo"Sometimes it would
Most of the 300,000
ple come for their mail. be so bad that
I'd pieces of mail that pass
"If they don't show deliver the mail one day
through the Paducah ofup, they either go or and come back the
next fice are routine letters
send somebody to find and find the mail still
in and packages. But
out why."
the box where the peo- VerWeyst said the of-
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Officials puzzled about ad. jack...on concert
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Answers with your recorded greeting and
tapes up to 120 calls. Announce-only setting.
controls to set message length and number of
rings before answering. #43-309

Cassette Recording Tape
Sale—Stock Up and Save

L•t'
- •

By Realistic

Half
Price

A._

GO Min.

90 Min.

2 199 2
kw
Reg. 1.99 Each

ftx 2
79
Reg. 2.79 Each

Special Oxide fop-high output and wide frequency response. Precision housing reduces
wow and flutter. Hinged storage case.
*44-602/603
-•

Check Your Phone Elc)ok for the Moduliiliosk Moro or Mole.Newest You
PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES ANCI DEALERS
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Scientists develop machine to measure effect of aging on heart
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
- A simple machine
developed by scientists
at the University of Minnesota can measure the
effects of aging and
drugs on the human
heart, the leader of a
research team has
announced.
The machine, with the
help of a home corn-

puter, records and
analyzes data on heart
and breathing rates as
an individual inhales
and exhales, Dr.
William J.M. Hrushesky
said.
The machine might
help doctors predict
whether patients are
likely to develop heart
disorders, and might
also be used by sports

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSSDOWN
I Consumed
1 Hail'
4 French article 2 One behind
6 Listens to
another
11 Diversified
3 Teutonic
13 Ascends
deity
/5 Printers -4 River in
measure
Siberia
56 Scofted
5-Droasti
18 Prefix back
6 More robust
7 Before
Sy,rnbolior
,isprosk.,fr
8 Helps
21 Among
9 Rupees
22 Twirl
abbr
'24 Pondies
'0 Set of games
26 Sok:,
12 Exists
14 Judgment
Por"an
tror,ze
- /7 Country of
01^',31, ducks
Europe
-ampre.*S
Walk
33 CompasS
23 Parent
;oir.1
coliog
34 Cronies
24 Postscript
cotIOCf •
abbr
3.6 Rodents
25 Oceans
38 Senior abbr 27 Woe is me
41ciians
42 Surfeited
45 Write
'
4 Decant
49 Wheel tooth
50 ,amb s pen
name
52 Wag,

Answer to Prvioes Puzzle
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RODEO S!
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PETE
MA
SAVES
PA R
TE:
i
A GIPOSSE
PIE
S
Al a a.efta
e e OpR
,ERAS
N
MASS

medicine researcners to is measured by a
measure the effects of mouthpiece, Hrushesky
training, Hrushesky said.
said.
While a video display "
instructs
the individual
The device, called a
Sine-o-graph pulse when to inhale and exmonitor, measures hale, a computer proheart funetion and car- gram charts The rela- •
diovascular fitness. tionship between the
Researchers say it can heart and breathing
also assess the effect on rate.
Hrushesky said he is
the heart of various
seeking
approval from
diseases and drugs, particularly those used in the federal Food and
Drug Administration to
cancer treatments.
market the machine.
A sensor measures
The machine could be
the patient's pulse by available for use by
detecting changes in the researchers immediatecplor of the ear lobe, ly. If the team's findings
while the breathing rate are. corroborated by in-

KMS Highlights

oi

Md'nday; May 28
The program includes
9 a.m. Adventures in Weber's Overture to
S
LAPSED
Good Music. "Lest We Der Freischutz,
WARDEN
ARDEN
LAGE
CEDAR
EPI
Forget," Memorial Day Mozart's Piano Concer'GOD
TAINT
RAT
occassions a review of to no. 23 and Mahler's
the music by masters First Symphony, "The
35 Disdained
46 Symbol for
who passed away in re- Titan." '
37 Stalk
nickel
cent years.
10 p.m. Easy Street.
38 Lance
48 Respond
10 a.m. Masterworks Herb Ellis, Ben
39 Depends on 51 Tart
41 Fat
53 Falsifier
Showcase. A program of Webster, Dave McKenaround
57 Native metal
symphonic music by the na, Roy Eldridge, Lee
kidneys
58 Near abbr
masters.
konitz and Singers
43 Christian
60 Morsel
--testnial -42 Mete*Resale-- --- 6:30 p.m. Bradbury
Unlimited.
32 Antlered .
44 Physician.
64 Babylonian
13. A radio.adaptation of Wednesday, May 30
animal - abbedetly '
Bradbury's short story ' "VP:in.-Chicago Syrn 2 3 14
a 7 a 9
"The Man."
phony. Guest conductor
10 p.m. Easy Street. Garcia Navarro directs
Oscar Peterson, Herb Stravinsky's Symphony
16
-Steward, Wes Mori:-Iffr,-TYebussy's- Images
22
tgomery, That Jones, for Orchestra and Sym26
28
Stan Getz, and Helen phony no. 4 by
29
31
Merrill.
Glazunov.
Tuesday, May 29
10 p.m. Easy Street.
6:30 p.mThe.Price of_ D_uke Ellington, Tal
Silence. "The Price," Farlow, Art Farmer,
'45
49
(conclusion) Maxon Sonny Rollins, and
54
52
learns the truth behind Sarah Vaughan.
I
55
the grave steps he has Thursday, May 31
9 a.rrr-Adventures in
•
taken.
63
Good
8
p.m.
Music: "Limited
Saint
Louis
165
as
11617
Symphony Orchestrr. Exposure," Carl Haas

10!

unsteach,y •

54 Manuscript
abbr
55 Three-toed
Sloth
56 Restrain
59 In honor df
61 Withdraw
frOm action
65 Took one S
•
part
66 indials-- --

at 26th
P'es,dent
5- S.

HE'd BURLAP BRAIN !IRY
TO GET ONE OVER
THE PLATE!

BURLAP BRAIN"?
I'VE NEVER I-IEARD
THAT ONE BEFORE

dependent scientists, it tests on 25 healthy men
would become available and women aged 20 to
to hospitals, clinics, and 82. The tests would
researchers' in sp9rts reveal the effects of
medicine, he said. drugs, disease and
behavior on the heart
A report on the muscle,according to the
machine, written by report.
Hrushesky, Dr. Otto
The subtle heart-lung
Schmidt and Dr. Victor rhythm detected by the
Gilbertsen of the machine is an indication
University of Min- of the heart's supnesota, and' Darrell pleness and elasticity,
Fader,an he said. Higher
undergraduate at numbers characterize
Washington University younger people, and
in St. Louis, was lower numbers older
published in the current people.
edition of the journal
Science.
The report covered

UJHEN YOU PLAY
RIGHT FIELD, YOU_HAVE
LOTS OF TIME TO THINK

s,
..1.,./dAiLt.l.

C 1984 United F••••• Synacat•Arsc

I HATE f GARFIELD, I DON'T
MONDAYS KNOW WHY YOU HATE
MONDAYS SO MUCH

—Deatt,

explores the musical
output of masters
known only by one
composition.
8 p.m. New York
Philharmonic. Zubin
Mehta conducts
Haydn's Symphony no.
104 Berg's Three Pieces
for Orchestra, and
Brahms' Violin Concerto in D.
10 p.m. Easy Street.
Hank Jones, Pies
Johnson, Ray Bryant
and Illinois Jacquet.
Friday, June 1
9 a.m. Adventures in
Good Music. "First
Love,- compositions by
famous masters written
in the flush of their first
love affair.
10 a.m. Alleluia! The
U.S. Air Force Singing
Sergeants perform Randall Thottipson's
"Frositana." and the
Handel and Haydn
Society sings Haydn's
"Mass in Time of War."

HEY, GARAGE HEAP!
STRIKE TI-115 GUY OUT!!

A person in the 20s
would show a maximum
difference of about eight
heart beats a minute
between inhalation and
exhalation, Hrushesky
said, while someone in
the 80s would show an
average difference of
about 2 14 beats a
minute.
By knowing the
heart's 'biological age,
he said, doctors could
predict which patients
might have heart
problems.
Normal irregularities
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I PUNNO.I'VE ALWAYS
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MAKES ME REEL
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• THERE'S ENOUGH
SPAGHETTI ANO
MEATBALLS ROP A
SNAtl<

NOW WE'LL BOTh
BE ABLE TO
SLEEP
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 25-year-old
mother of two who was recently
diagnosed as having a disease I had
never ,heard of before. It's called
lupus. When I look back, I realize
I've had it since I was 14. That
summer, while vacationing at the
beach, a rash broke out on my face,
covering my nose and surrounding
my eyes. When I got home, I was so
exhausted I couldn'teven get dressed
for dinner.
A local doctor treated me for
poison ivy and said the exhaustion
was from sunstroke. After, that,
whenever I went out in the sun that
same rash appeared, so I knew it.
couldn't be poison ivy.
Meanwhile my joints ached, and I
got these terrible attacks of nausea,
dizziness and pains in my lungs,
stomach and chest. I went to
numerous doctors who sent me to
numerous specialists who took
numerous tests, but no one could tell
me what was wrong with me. One
doctor said I was anemic and would
"grow out of it"; another said I had
syphilis; another said it was arthritis; another said I had emotional
problems and sent me to a pay- •
chiatrist.
Finally, an internist told me I had
lupus. At least now my family knows
I wasn't faking. Although there is
no cure for it, I'm taking medication,
which helps when I get these
episodes.
What I need most is someone to
talk to. Is there a support group for
lupus? If not, I'd like to start one.
LUPUS VICTIM IN SEATTLE

ignored for years. It's especially
frustrating because most lupus
sufferers"look"so well between
episodes that no one can believe
that their energy level is so low
they can hardly breathe or drag
themselves out of bed.
It's enormously comforting to
know that you are not alone. I
urge you, and other interested
parties-including doctors and
others in the health care fieldto write to the Lupus Foundation of America, 11921 A Olive
Blvd., St. Louis, Mo,63141.
You. will be sent up-to-date
information on thejoundation's
treatment and research findings,
as well as a list of nearly 200
support groups throughout the
United States and Puerto Rico.
This is a non-profit health
organization, so please enclose
a dollar for its material and a
long, self-addressed, stamped
(37 cents)envelope.

DEAR ABBY: I've been entertained by the discussion in your
column concerning whether "How
are you?" is a question or a greeting.
I call it a greeting.(No one really
wants to hear about your aches and
pains.)
A couple of years ago I decided
that that greeting deserved a more
charming response than "Fine," so
since then I've been saying, "The
better for your asking. Thank you."
THE REV. JOSEPH A. KREMER,
MELROSE, MINN.

.1

(Is your social life in a slump?
Lonely? Get Abby's updated,
revised and expanded booklet,
"How to Be Popular"-for
people of all ages. Send your
name and address clearly
printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 (this includes
postage) to: Abby, Popularity,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)

1 .Legal

IN THE -CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action File No. 84-CI-038
SHERIFF'S SALE
BANK OF MURRAY,
PLAINTIFF
VS.,
DEFENDANT
H. ALAN RAIDT,
Under Judgment entered against H. Alan
Raidt on May 11, 1984, I, David M. Balen•
tine, Sheriff, will sell at public auction to
the highest and best bidder, the terms of
sale being cash, the following described
vehicle:
1974 Dodge Van, Tradesman 100, Serial
NO. 1111AB4X096684
A bill of sale will be provided as per the
Judgment of the Calloway Circuit Court
aforementioned. Said sale will be held on
the 18th day of June, 1984, at the hour of
1:00 p.m. at the South door of the Courthouse in Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky.
DAVID M. BALENTINE, SHERIFF
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
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2 .Notice

Incredible
Prices
ON 71iE 6KULL OF II/5
FATHER'5 IaLJ-ER,/16
SAME AN oA1Y.hc14(45
THE RiP57-INANTOm
Nig oesceroAmrs DID
FOLLOW HIM

auT JUNGcacou<4A0ScA-1 Now,-nle AwANPOM OF
FAIR.FR9 THOu6,17 HIM
OF TIME,21ereOF H/5
ALWAY5
6AME MAN.60 LIA/E,,,NEME515 OFEVIL-6REW THE LEGEND OF
DOC-Re EVERYWHERE,,,
IMMORTAury„,
HE 14ORACS ALONE
ow'''TAFFWAVraft
PHANTOM
,,TO 1,9,4:7TE MY LiFE TO
48IW
GHOST
DEVTROY PIRACY,CRuELTY
WHO
MD INkTUSTICE-MY SONS, WALKS.
AND TWA SOSO
NNILL. FOLLOW
Ate-7:7ii

OVER ze
CENTURIE-5 AGO, 7ME
501.1 &IRVIIADR oF
MOTE RAID WAG/a°
LIP ay A REMorE
BAN641LA SHORE FOVA0
BY FRIENDLY PYOWE5,0,

C
WIPM/

net.

2 Gal. Outside
Latex House
Paint.
Reg. $33.50
Sale $2395

BEL-AIR
'DECOR STORE
WICKER, green tag
sak. Up to 60 percent
off. Sea's Plastercrafts
and Wicker, Inside
Uncle Jeff's, T69-9673.

Sy•thc ate I
,••••••••

2 .Notice
WALLACE'S U•Pick.
North 16th and Poor
Farm Rd. Open 7:00
A.M. Tues., Thurs., and
Sat. Price Still 50 cents
Ot.

GYMNASTICS
Lyndia Cochran
Dance &
Gymnastics
Studio
Register,Now
753-4647
Summer Session
Starts June 5th

2.Notice

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
GLASS
eplacement
Work. Auto glass, plate
glass, store fronts and
mirrors, window glass.
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors, patio door glass
Plus store fixtures;
display cases stands,
racks and shelving
Made to specification.
M and G Glass Co..
Dixieland Center,
Murray, Ky. 'Phone
502-753-0180 or 753-2798.
NEW Concord Grocery's, Accounts Payable
should be submitted to
General Delivery, New
Concord, Ky. 42076.
Accounts owed to us
must be paid by June 4.
1984. General Delivery.
New Concord, Ky.
42076. Jackie and Bob
Belson.
DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
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Lupus Victim Seeks Support
She Didn't Get From Doctors

1 .Legal
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By Abigail

DEAR LUPUS VUITIM: Contact the Lupuirfou,ndation of
America. Through its literature
I have learned that there are
about 500,000 known lupus victims in the Unites" States, and
probably twice that number who
don't even know they have it.
Most victims are women in their
20s and 30s.
Lupus affects more people than
does muscular dystrophy,cystic
fibrosis, rheumatic fever or
leukemia, but it has been misdiagnosed, misunderstood and

SEE?!!!

In the relaticsship between hea1r4 and
breathing rates tend to
disappear with advancing age, and researchers believe this
decline is gradual and
ought to be measurable,
he said.
Hrushesky, an onc 010 gist and
chronobiologist, said he
began developing the
machine three years
ago. He said he wanted
to examine the effects of
an anti-cancer drug on
patients' hearts.
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2 .NotiCe

6

OIL Base Barn paint,
white and red. $9.99 per
gallon. Aluminum
paint, $11.49 per gallon.
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.

PART-Time Nursery
Worker needed for
church nursery Call
7 '5 3 - 4 9 4 5 f o r
information.

3. Card

of Thanks

There is no adequ_ate way for us to express ow' gratitude to
so many of you. who
gave us comfort and
physical assistance
during the sudden
death of our dear loved one. You did_
everything thal was
humanly possible.
We thank you for all
the beautiful flowers,
the
cards,
the
delicious food and fiiir
every deed of kindness. we shall ever be
grateful.
The memory of all
your kindness will remain with us forever
and may God's richest
blessings be yours
now and always.
The family ot
Chas Smothermar,

Help Wanted

TRUCK DRIVERS.
Must have 2 out of last 3
years verifiable over
the road experience, be
25 years of age, and
meet DOT physical
requirements. We offer
mileage and fuel bonus
compensation. Call 7532215.
TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 to $500
weekly. 753-0232
anytime.
WANTED lady to live in
to take care of elderly
lady. Room, board and
salary. 753-2582 or 7533881.

Home

Furnishings

For Sale Used Air
Conditioners 34,000
BTU to 5,000 BTU.
Guaranteed
DILL'S ELECTRIC
753-9104
complet1;7g
King size water bed
Call 753-4167 after 6p.m.
WHITE 85" Hiacory
Tavern sofa, excellent
condition, $50. 753-1231.

30

Rentals

FOR SALE OR LEASE
- Commercial building
with an apartment
above. Ideal for a
business, doctor's office, lawyer's office and
etc
Good location
Plenty of parking For
more information call
502-238-3158 days, 502236-2158 nights

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

Equipment

19. Farm

Business

38

Pets-Supplies
Frozen Brine
Shrimp
Hand Tamed
Cockatiels

PET PEN
1101 Story Ave
759-1322
BLACK female Registered 2 year old
Labrador. Can be seen
at 720 Sycamore $50 or
best offer.

/(ASSEY Ferguson 35
Deluxe with multi
power and live PTO,
looks and runs good,
good tires, includes
Want to Rent
some equipment. Will 31
sell together or separ- MSL faculty member
ate 753-6469.
seeking nice apt. or
house to rent. Minimum
22 . Musical
of 2 BR. Write to P.O.
CRAIG 8 track tape Box 1040C, Murray
Models & Talent
player and 2 Craig
For
32. Apts for Rent
Powerploy Speakers
TV,
Call 753-1388
14 BR furnisheil apt, 1 39. Poultry -Supplies
Film,
block from campus,
23. Exterminating
$155 month. No pets. MALE and Female
Fashion,
Turkeys for sale. 753753-5980 or 753-1203.
Magazines,
1 AND 2 BR apts. near 1847.
Call Your
Commercials
downtown Murray. 753- 43.
Local Professionals
Real Estate
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
& Extras
1 BR furnished, tease
Call or apply
and deposit. Adults
STROUT
from
only. No pets. Call after
REALTY
4p.m., 759-4756 or 75312-5 P.M.
9208.
Lou Ann Phipot753-8843
• The
I BR unfurnished, 2 ER
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Models
753-0414
furnished. Lease and
Jo* L. Kennon 438-5678
Network
Murray's only Home
deposit. Adults only. No
1912 Co4dwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
pets. Call 753-9208 after
owned and operated
1472 Broadway
(502! 753-0186
Pest Control Service
Suite 902
4. In Memory
Any•time
r.
4 BR duplex with carFree
Inspection
and
JOE L. KENNON
New York, NY
port, utility room,
Estimates
Broker
washer/dryer hookup,
10036
hear' Annie.
Licensed & Bonded
central heat and air,
(2 1 2) 719-5039
On the 28th of
stove, refrigerator and
24. Miscellaneous
May 1982. you left
garbage disposal furnished. $200 deposit, LISTING: Residential.
2 UTILITY trailers. 1
me. Oh, the lonely
9. Situation Wanted
extra interchangeable $275 month. Call 753- Investment, FmHA,
hours that have
EXPERIENCED dog box. 753-4168 or 5400.
Land, Lake, Commercial,
been mine to bear.
housekeeper has an 753-6226.
2 BR furnished apt., Farms. Murray
The tears have
opening. References 55 GALLON
electric
heat,
ac. 408 N. Calloway Co. Realty,
steel drums
available. Call 753-6091 for sale. $5 each.
ceased to- flow
Thor- 8th $201)/month. De- 753-8146 or Ron Talent,
after
4p.m.
posit.
No
pets. 753-8298 753-9894.
nton Tile and Marble,
Friends that used to
WILL clean your house. 612 S. 9th St., Murray.
days, 753-6194 nights.
call no longer sense
Have excellent reBR, partially fur- 44.Lots for Sale
AB Dick Copier with
my loneliness.° but
ferences. 759-1762.
supplies, electric nished, available now. 2 ACRE, 4 miles S.E. of
some
Murray. new 20x30 ft.
typewriter, Remington. 753-8731.
10. Business Opportunity
sometime and in
Holiday Inn, Murray. 2 YOUNG ladies will cedar bldg. Some fruit
7,000 SQ. Ft Commer- No phone calls please.
share a house near MSU trees. Phone 753-4601.
some mysterious
cial block building on 1 CLEARY Satellite and downtown with 5 ACRES with large
way we shall be
acre pave parking lot. System, 10 ft . another lady available trees on 783 South. Old
reunited and shall
Located 5 miles west of fiberglass, $1,550 in- immediately. Call 753- farm house, cistern, no
understand it better
Murray on Hwy. 94. stalled. 11 ft.
bath. Great for resystems, 6577.
$30,000 with financing $1,700 installed
by and by.
room upstairs modeling, perfect
.
available.
435-4526.
apt.
furnished.
I Love You.
Near building site. $25,000.
436 2835. We service
downtown Murray. Call Call 753-1266 during
what we sell.
Guy
1 1 . Instruction
day. 753-3493 after 8p.m.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned 753-4846 after lp.m
DO you want to play the oak,
tree trimming and FURNISHED apts. ef- ADJOINING Lots,
guitar? But you can't af- removing hedges
and ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also Lakeway Shores ap5. Lost and Found
ford a teacher? Here is shrubs.
Free estimates. sleeping rms. Zim- proximately 1 acre.
merman Apts., S. 16th Reasonable. Call 1-615LOST a Cockatiel, the answer: Buy a Anise. 753-5476.
St. 753-6609.
791-0262.
yellow, in the vinicity of Malifoud's self teaching FLASHIN
G
Arrow
Cypress Springs Resort manuscript "the easiest Sign.
IstURCAL Apts. Nor- AURORA one to 10 acres
First
Month
Free
way to play the guitar." If
and Miss Hill Resort
Rent. Rental Purchase thwood Drive, 1, 2 and 3 wooded Kentucky Lake
Reward. Call after 8.30, you don't understand it
Plan.
Portable Sign, BR. Equal Housing area, from $3,995, nothing
she will teach it to you
438-2455.
dpporturdty. 759-4984.
down, from $39 month, for
$225.
Call
Bill Tuell
freely. 753-3686.
2 BR duplex. home, mobile home, free
502-782-2922.
6
Help Wanted
information phone Mr.
Call 753-8096.
14
Want to Buy
FOR- Sale John Deere
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
A FUN JOB. SuperUPSTAIRS
unfurnished
Riding Mower, very
visors needed for USA
1
apt.
BR
Appliances
good condition. $350.
No 1 Toy Party Plant to
furnished. No pets. $140 46. Homes for Sale
753-9357.
hire and manage demonth. Corner of 16th ABOUT 1 mile south,
Pools and Spas. and Farmer.
mostrators. Free trainShort wide bed for LEE'S
753-5980 or included is a good
15
years
experience.
ing and supplies. Free
753-1203.
electric cook stove,
lnground
and
above
1960-1966
$300 sample kit. Great
rPSTAIRS unfurnished refrigerator, air conground
pools.
502-898
pay and earn Hawaii
1 BR apt. Appliances ditioner and gas heater.
Chevrolet truck.
6333, Paducah, Ky.
trip. Work from your
furnished No pets $140 Call 492-8316.
NEW
Air Compressors. month. Corner
Call 753-7597
home. Ladies over 23
of lath ASSUMABLE VA loan.
Commercial 5 h.p., 60 and Farmer.
call for details. Call
753-5980 or Fixed 114 percent inWANTED
to
buy:
Hargal. tanks, 15.3 C.F.M. 753-1203.
_Debbie collect at
terest. 7 room brick.
502-653-4704 or 5024153- dwood timber. Call per minute. Retail Si,
Fenced yard. Call ow7,53-0338.
295. Special $695. We 33. Rooms for Rent
-4742.
ner, 753-7217.
deliver. 901-749-0091
AMBITIOUS man - 15. Articles for Sale
ONE block from Un- EXCELLENT rental
night or day.
/women available for
iversity. 753-1812 or property in Paris. TN,
immediate employ- FOR Safe Playpen, $25. PROCESS MAIL! $7S 759-9580.
presently under conment. Earning oppor- Kitchenaid Portable per hundred! No extract with dependable
tunity. $300 a week to dishwasher, $30. Litton perience. Part or full 34. Houses for Rent
renter. Ideal beginner's
start. Large National Meal -In -One time. Start im
BR house and 2 BR home. White frame, 2
Co. Call 443-6469 be- Microwave, *225. 753- mediately. Details-send
bedroom, garage, large
trailer. Call 753-1778.
tween Sam.-10a.m. for 1363.
self-addressed stamped
lot, good location near
4
1635
BR,
USED air conditioners, envelope
Farmer,
appointment.
to CRI-N41,
good garden space, City school. Priced in
BEAUTICIAN. Shop excellent condition, 22, Box 9014, Stuart, FL available
immediately, 20's. Shown by appoinmanager with 3 years 000 BTU. 753-5086.
33495.
$250;
1
BR
apartment, tment only. Call
experience. Must be
'RAILROAD Ties, $3.00
753-8780.
16. Home Furnishings
appliances
furnished,
mature, possess a posiand up. Call 753-2905 or
ROUSE, about 1 mile
$135;
unfurnished
2
BR
8
PC.
living room set, 435-4343 or 435-4319.
tive mental attitude and
house near University, South of New Providence,
the ability to resolve wood furniture. Also 2 REAR Tine
tiller, $150. Call Spann Realty, included is a good cook
people problems in a odd chairs. Call Briggs and Stratton
stove. refrigerator, air
753-7724 or 753-7726.
mutually satifactory 753-3248.
engine, 3 forward 4 BR brick house, $335 conditioner and gas, pesmanner. We are seeking BROWN vtnyl sofa, $50. speeds and
reverse, 5 per month. 1013 Payne. ter. Call 492-8318.
a determined hard Chrome dinette table HP, $529.99;
8 HP, 753-5750.
worker who desires a and chairs, $25. Twin
47. Motorcycles
$629.99. Wallin Ward
FOR Sale or rent 3 BR
minimum of $20,000 size mattress, $10.
ware, Paris, TN.
with 14 baths great 1078 HONDA Hawk
annual income. Send Hollywood bed frame,
Inquiries to P.O. Box $15. Oval braided rugs SAWDUST for sale. room, eat-in kitchen, 400, automatic, excelShoemaker Lumber living room, dining lent condition, lots of
1040A, Murray.
6x9, $20. Call 753-4890.
Co., Hwy. 22 North, room, single lady or extras, low mileage.
NEEDED. 5 lifeguards RITCHEN table, 4 McKenzie,
TN. 901-352
couple. No pets. 1626 753-5086.
to work in the Paris chairs, good condition,
5777.
Hamilton. Call 436-5479 1980 YAMAHA 650
area. Prefer certified, $35. 753-5239.
Maxim I. good condibut not required. Call LONG black leather SATELLITE Service, after 5p.m.
ONE -BR furnished tion, $1,600. 437-4240.
901.642-1837 or after 6 couch, good condition. system repairs, tune
ups, upgrades and new house. 753-6832 or 759- 1982 YAMAHA IT 175.
urn. 901-247-5395.
753-4410.
Call 489-23307---sale. Tri-State Satellite 4617.
5_ales, 315 Tyson Ave. RANTED -Settled 1983 HONDA AspencParis, TN. We repair married couple to rent ade, 4,300 miles, interFirst Class Repair Service
anyone's satellite nice two bedroom brick com, CB auto. reverse
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
system. 901 642-5361.
home. 8 miles SE of cassette. 2 helmets with
WATER Heaters. Elec- Murray. References headset. After 5p.m.
Work Guaranteed
tric, double heating and deposit. Call 492- 753-7252.
Wcsur-licl cof Scstourscil
1983 HONDA Shadow
elements, round glass 8594 after 6p.m.
500, water cooled enlined tanks, 5 year
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865
37 Livestock Supplies
gine, shaft drive. 2,600
guarantee, 30 gal
5109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50 NITL7-757773T7itTF. miles, under warranty.
gal. $139.99. Wallin Priced reasonably. 436- Candied burgandy. New
Nava helmet included.
Hardware.
5655.
i1.700. 489-2351.
PERFOR
MANCE
26. TV' Radio
TESTED 3/8. 1/2. 3/4 450 Honda Motorcycle.
19" COLOR TV., 1 year and 7/8 Simmental and Call 759-1417
old. Folding table and Maine -Anjou service RONDA 400. 4 cylinder,
chairs. Call 762-2468.
age bulls. Only the very 5,xxx miles, excellent
top performance bulls condition. See after
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
offered from over 800 Al 5p.m. 1554 Oxford Dr
10)(50. CONCRETE drive, performance cows. All (Canterbury) $700
Come by and Compare Prices
carport and porch, bulls health tested and 48 Auto
Services
(We Will Give You The Best Equipment For Less!)
carpeted. 121 out of guaranteed Broadbent
Coldwater on Sandlack Farms, Route 1. Cadiz, CAR Batteries, 24
KY 42211 Phone Day
(We Install & Guarantee All Equipment)
series. 36 month
Road. 436-2828.
guarantee, $27 99 60
1976 DETROIT 14x56, 2 1502)235-5182.
(Products Supplied By Wood T.V. Fulton, Ky.)
BR. central heat and REGISTERED month guarantee.
air, stove, washer and Holstein Heifer, 6 $37.99. 27 series. 38
dryer, underpinning, months old. Pedigree month guarantee,
utility pole, front and available Call 753-5543 $32 99, 60 month
guarantee. $39.99.
rear deck option Extra before lp.m
1A'allin Hardware.
nice Call 753-1396. After
38 Pets -Supplies
Paris, TN.
5p m 753-5906
PUREBREED black GOOD Reconditioned
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Auto Battehes.
Labrador Retriever pups
AEC Registered 753-1292 guaranteed! $15 ex2 BR with central air
change Call 753-3711
new furniture Call or 753-8973
Shady Oaks. 753-5209

1 Year Old
Female Register
Basset Hound
For Sale.

Call
753-0588

ontro

FIVE

TRREE

WANT TO BUY

Now Open for Business

Murray Satellite Sales

On the corner of 12th & Poplar
753-9263

Satellite Antenna

49

Used Cars

1979 AMC ,
Spirit, 2 door,
automatic,
need paint
$ 1 200 00
Call
753-0588.
After 5 p.m.
1965 MUSTANG Convertible. Will take best
offer. 753-5731.
1967 BUICK Electra,
fair condition, $250 or
best offer. Call 753-8430
or 759-4805 after 6 PM.
1967 JAGUAR XKE
Coupe, rebuilt engine,
new tires, excellent
condition. $9,500. Phone
753-6323 after 5p.m.
1969 FORD Galaxy 500,
excellent condition,
69,xxx miles. 474-2744.
1975 GRAND Torino
Elite, needs engine
work. $700. 753-8295
after 4p.m.
.
106 GRAND Prix, good
condition, full power.
$1,500. Call 762-2458 ask
for Khamis.
1976 GREMLIN X, g
cylinder, automatic.
p.s., $895. Call 489-2595
1979 FIREBIRD Esprit,
excellent condition,
sharp, priced to sell.
474-8045.
1979 FIREBIRD, $4,500.
753-0492.
1979 MGB Convertible,
new top, exhaust and
tires. Wire wheels. 25-35
MPG. 753-7224 after
4:30p.m
1980 CHEVROLET Impala. 4 dr., V-8. automatic, excellent condition, p.s., p.s., tilt.
cruise, AM-FM stereo.
vinyl top. Call 753-3906.
1 9 1 OLDSMOBIL7
Omega, 6„ cylinder,
front wheel drive, full
power, good condition.
759-1054.
1984 FORD Tempo.
excellent condition, low
miles. no down, take
over payments
759-1796.
DODGE Dart, air,
automatic. Call
753-2987.
LONG back Dune
Buggy with 1835 VW
motor, dual carbulator
with T trailer. Call after
6p.m. 354-8266 or 5278053. Benton, Ky.
50. Used Trucks
1976 CHEVY Van, good
condition. Call 759-1855
after 5p.m.
1977 CFIEVY Van, V.
automatic, new radials,
new alternator, new
battery, runs good.
body needs work. Best
offer. Call 436-2906.
1979 CHEVROLET
Silvered°, loaded. Call
492-8227,

Clayton's TV
Sales & Service
753-7575

-

30. Business

Rentals

STORAGE room or
office space available in
established shopping
center iIdeal for small
business
753-7220
between 10-5

10
7- PIONEER' 1
STEREO
coan
BOULEVARD MUSIC
'

SUNSET
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

Used

TIMF

53

Trucks

Hours-

53

Services Offered

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting
Jack Glover

51 . Campers

753-1873

24 Hour
Wrecker Service
759-1596

12 FT Mini Camper,
good condition. 1977 25
ft. Coachman. Contact
Howard Brandon, 7534389 or 753 5960.
1980 ROAD Ranger
Camper. 22 ft. self
contained. Many ex
tras. One owner. Like
new. 753-0176.
1982 HONEY Motor
Home, 24 ft. with rear
bath, Chevy chassis,
21,xxx miles, like new.
753,0114

MASONARY Work.
brick, block and stucco,
foundation repair. No job
too big or too small. Call
901-243-4104 ask for
2112 Coldwater Rd.
Danny
Murray, Ky.
S'EED1 work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
21 YEARS Experience
removal and more. Call
purchasing agent and
BOVER'S TREE
other supervisory
SERVICE for Pro
positions. Will consider
fessional tree care
anything relat-K5cir
753-0338.
unrelated. Resume
furnished. Farmington.
52 Boats Motors
502-345-2036
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
D&C Cleaning
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years exService
perience. Parts and serCommertial Residential
vice. Bobby Hopper,
Our prices can t be beat
Aluminum Hull, 70
Bob's Appliance Service,
We service all areas We even
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872,
h.p. Johnson outclean houseboats'
753-8886 (home).
board, sleeps 8.
Owner DeAnn 437 4734
BLOCK Building,
Reasonably priced
basements, garages,
footing, floors, drive- ODD,, job specialist
for quick sale.
ways. Also brick work. ceiling fans, electrical
Docked at Cypress
large or small jobs. 24 plumbing, fencing. You
Bay Marina. For inyears experience. 753- name it,' I do it. You
buy, I install. You
5476.
formation
call
CARPENTER work. break, I fix Call 436901-782-3442
painting, roto tilling. By 2868.
OVERCAST'S Rehour or job 753-0790.
frigeration and Air
14 FT. Alumacraft, 25 CUSTOM Bushogging Condition 'Service.
h.p. motor and trailer, Call 474-8091
Cleaned and repaired.
ELECTRICAL and Hwy. 280.
$500. 436-2144
753-7275 or
Plumbing.
Over
30 759-4053.
1982 24 FT Harris
years
experience.
Work
Sandpipper Pontoon, 60
ROOFING, Painting,
h.p. Evinrude motor, guaranteed. Free es- Concrete Work. All
timates
on
request.
Call
hard top, full furniture
types of construction
anytime, 436-2218.
437-4956.
work. Free estimates
GENERAL
HOME Quality Work. Herb
33 FT. Houseboat, 50
h.p. Mercury outboard, REPAIR. 15 years ex- Harris, 474-8839
needs work. Must 'sell. perience. _Carpentry,
$5,000 or best offer. Call concrete, plumbing,
753-7971 between 4p.m. roofing, siding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
and 5p.m.
DEPTH Finder, Troll- estimates. Days 753ing_Motor repairs. Fac- 6973, nights 474-2276.
tory authorized parts JOE (Sonney) McKinand warranty service. ney Appliance Service.
Ltiwrance, Minn-Kota, All makes and Models.
Motor Guide. ECHO (Authorized Service on
ELECTRONICS, Montgomery Ward Ap- TREEWORIs complete
Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.__ ' pliances). Located at removal, topping or
George Hodge and Son trimming. ExUsed Furniture Store. perienced. Reasonable
53. Services Offered
753-8505.
rates. 753-0211.
JOINERS Tree Service. WE Buy - Sell and
Call us for your
Also
mow
lawns.
30
in Casual Portrait just
Repair Used Air Conyears experience. 753- ditioners. Dill Electric,
as you are
0366.
753-9104
IMP
CARTER STUDIO
LAWN Mower and tiller WILL video tape wed300 MAIN 753 8291r
repair. 3 miles south on ding or any special
LEE'S CARPET 121. See Wayne and Kim event. Call 753-7527 or
753-4410.
CLEANING. Murray's Wilson, 753-5086.
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
Aluminum Service Co.
with over 12 years
continuous local service
Aluminum and vinyl
using the most powerful
Custom trim work
siding.
cleaning system made.
References.
Call Will Ed
Custom
Dozer
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Work
Bailey, 753-0689. .
Licensed and Insured.
Co owner Larry Cross
We move the furniture
Rt 2, Calvert City. Ky
free. Free estimates. 24
56 Free Column
42029
hour service, 753-5827
502-527-9538
FREE to good home. 4
LICENSED Electrician
Co-owner and operator
Persian, ts Calico
for residential and
Lynn Croley, Rt. 4. Ben
mother cat. 5 kittens
commercial. Heating
ton. Ky 42025
and young male cat.
and air condition, gas
759-9511 after 5p.m.
installation and repair
502-354-8266
Mon.-Fri
Phone 753-7203.

Thornton's
Body Shop

LOOK

10x36
Houseboat

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

L&L Dozer
Service

Silver &

Opurirs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Dionnc.nds

10.8 Doily, 12.5 Sunday

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES

KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES

•

753 7113
We buy Gold

Services Offered

NICE 1978 Chevrolet
Luv, 67,xxx miles, good
condition, sliding rear
glass. radial tires $2,
550 489-2595

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 380.00
Yesterday
9 15
Opened
Opened
Today
377.00
Today
9 03
Down
Down
3.00
12
Compliments of:
GOLD 8 SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
•

CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop ily S. 5••• Our Display

• 1212 Main

Murray, Ky.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.
7 RANDY
THORNTON
'HEATING AND AIR
CONDMONINO INC.

Murray-Calloway
Cosoty Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Roscoe Squad

153-6952
Send
your
packages the easy
Use our convientservice,We accept
UPS packages for
shipment

Elopichal Electric and caw
irk* IntActrray sod Catiestay
Caverity I102 Chastviit•

Aluminum
Service
Co.

C .Chirnnsy
Covers Bird
-

Screams
- 10% Dtscount

• . - On Any

way

riot dealer Ear miss 111041 ear

Police
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

911

New

5 foot Dish
GLR System

50

IP.Afit:

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Squore
753-7499

Alwrninurn and Vinyl
Siding, Content trim
References.
work.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753 0689.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibro Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

i"

cbilivIsit Sweeping
During April

Chim Chim
753-3445
762-4792

Poison
Control
753-7588

753-8181

_
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**********************************************************

***********

In times of peace... in times of war... men and women of
the armed forces have stood ready to protect our ideals of
democracy. We will not forget their heroic deeds, for they
were done in the name of-freedom.-We cannot forget their
loyalty, for it gave their struggle meaning, and kept this
nation strong. And we must not forget them, for they gave
their lives so that this nation might live. On Memorial Day,
let's pay grateful tribute to those who lived, and died so
courageously for their country.

(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any
of our war dead are not listed here, please call the
Ledger & Times and their names will appear on the
next Memorial Day along with the heroes listed
here.)
•••

*************************4.

World War I
t************************a

Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur

,•.*••*••••••••••••••••••••.• Korean War
*,••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,
Bobby Gene Burchett
M. C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
-Btily-Burkeen

„r•••••••••••••••*••••••••••,.
*
Vietnam War
*• ****************************

James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James 1. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willis

.*•*••,,,....*.*
.•.•••••...•*•*.**..•**
***
** World War II ****
*
********•••••••
...••**••••******•••***
Albert Bradford Armstrong
Billy Ray Atkins
John Brent Bedwell
S. C. Byerly
Thomas P. Crawford
Codie Campbell
Alvin Calhoon
Parvin Cook
Coy H. Darnell
William H. Doran
Lewis Chester Dodds
Ruble Leo Dunn
Hugh Grey Erwin
Ordest Houston Erwin
Bailey Watson Dockery
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
William L. Edwards
Randall Griffin
Max R. Guthrie
Henry Clay Garland
James Max Grogan
Earl V. Grogan
Jommy Harris
Iugene D. Hutchens
Lilburn Van Huie
Carlis C. Hurt
Loyd G. Jodges
C. C. Hughes
Edward Hopper
Albert V. Hughes
Cody Jones
Herschell C. Johnson
Royce E. Jones
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Earl Knight
Troy Ivel Lewis

•

Joe L. Lyles
Lex Lilliard, Jr.
James Talmadge Lovett
Ellis Cartelle Lassiter
Herman Maynard
Tom Moffitt
John Hugh Mason
Guy McDaniel
James F. McDougal
Newbern McCullar
Raymond McDaniel
William Thomas McCage
Gordon W. McCuiston
Preston Norman
Tom Olive
James Orville Osbron
James Knight Parker
James Ralph Pate
Daryl Parks
Herman Eddie Roberts, Jr.
Charlie T. Rowland
Keith Ross
Robert Lee Skinner
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
W. L. N. Simpson
Irl M. Smith
Hilton Stafford
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Joseph Brown Wilson
Vernon Thompson
Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
Billy Ray Walston
Milburn Ray Wrye
Charlie Cooper

Let Us Remember
Them...Their Deeds...Their Courage.
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